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ENFORCEMENT", EDUCA T/ON, INVOL VEMENT 
Gardom launches attack on impaired driv,ers , 
.- VICTORIA (CP) --The risk of the Cr0wnowned lnsuranc~ including 14 mobile breath cooperation of the news impaired driving program' mobile testing vans would apprehension," sanctions against impaired 
British Columbia govern- analysis testing vans; media, other ministries, the government has in mind not be available for a couple Gardom said, adding, drivers, Gardom .did not Corp of B.C. 
ment, announced today a community level programs volunteer agencies, and the for the province, of months, however, that the gov- dismiss the possibility, but 
three-pronged, province- to  educate drivers of the business ector in the fight He safd that as a flrst step The attorney-general s id ernment isnot out "to hassle said "I'd l ike. . ,  to take a Gardom noted that tl~ 
wide offensive against risks involved in impaired against impaired driving, in the campaign, year-round the eliforcement campaign the general public," but careful ook at it." effects of impaired dHvin~ 
impaired riving. . operation of vehicles and to Gardom cited the highly- roadside checks would be will feature roadblocks rather, to scare off the The attorney-general s id now costs B.C. ~)0 millioa.~ 
"The pro~nce has been inform them of the sanctions successfulcarnageprogram introduced throughout B.C. "strategically placed at drinking driver, the new program would cost year for such ~ a~ 
.courts, police, corrections~ placed on alert," Attorney- currently in effect against inPrince George as the type beginning Friday. Gardom strategic times." .Asked if the government about $500,000, to be shared legal aid, emergen y ser~ 
~meral Garde Gardom told SUCh an activity; of all-encompassing anti- said, however, that the 14 a ;news conference. "We "The best success is the would institute tougher equally by his ministry and 
• - vices, hospitals, medicall 
costs - and propertyl .mean business. ' ~ ~u ~ ~m~m~ • _ . .  , -- • "The province has had |~ ~[ ~|11~1~ - -  ~ [ _~ ! "~.~_ |~¢ ~. ;  . . . . .  
enouh ,, of roadside ' ~ ~ 1 ~  ~ ~  ~ i[ [ ~ '' " ~ ' * ~ ' ~ ' ' '  ', [ ~-,,,,=S~.He said that part of the' 
rou le~.  RENTALS , CHANNEL cam aiin against drinking Gardom said the govern- . - - \  • !~ . 
, , ,  , ,  " " R |A I .TY  drivzng could include a 
•ment s total assault " . • _ listing of penalt/es againstit 
ainst impaired driving , . ,, . KITIMAT ' E E ~ ' - - - ;m ~ r m  | | . ~  .LTD.  l at.every bar, liquor st~,e 
. . . . . . . . . . .  DID ~ TV i i I / i i i l  / / ~ ~  / an~ gas pump in the of all levels of government, j - "- ,, 
all police forces in B C and - -  ' . ' . . . .  32"4721 Gardom said that the eominunity groups. He said [ .  . . . . . .  ~ , , , . . . .  ~-..... i . .  i, ' Serving 1"efface, KHimat. the Hazelfons. Stewart and fhe Nass: / / 
the program's three main | , - v . . .  ~., ,y , . . , , , .~  " ' " " l  . l l 359 Clt~ Centre' Xlflmlt I g.°v.~.?..m.e~at is ~peei~,Hy 
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, . .  " . PC LEADER VISITS KITIMAT,, TERRACE 
'hears.. case  for  • .K,t,mat.'s fut'ure.. . 
Northwest's hub, 
u te s Jo co ncil II e TO SOUTH HOSPITAL 
A 12.year.old Kitimat girl was rushed to the  By ANDREW PETTER • hospital in Vancouver after being struck by a car 
Herald staff writer on Highway 25 in Kitimat Saturday afternooh. 
Progressive Conservative leader Joe Clark emerged Police said Paula Critchley of  1425 Nalibilla 
from a meeting with Kitimat District council Monday Street and two friends, Sandra Llndsay 13, and 
afternoon saying that he had heard "a very hard, June Pierce,11, also of Kifimat, were walking 
forceful case...for making Kiflmat a centre" of along #he highway near Forest Avenue when a 
development in this area." car driven by John Hewton of Kitimat left the 
road striking two of the girls. 
During the 40-minute Mayor ~hom charged that The Lindsay glrl and Miss Critchley were 
session, council members the development of Prince rushed to Kitlmat Hospital. The third girl was 
led by mayor George Them Rupert at KiUmat's expense 
hammered at the need to "has strangled the not iniured. 
es~blish KiUmat as ~e hub economic development of The Crichley girl, suffering from severe In. 
of a h-ansportation service the northwest." |urles was flown to Vancouver General Hospital 
for the northern coastal Thorn claimed ~at P~me where she is in satisfacqory condition with head 
region. Minister Trudeau had stated injuries. 
Alderman Ron Burnett ~at ~e dec~ion ~ expand Investigation by RCMP at Klt imat continues. 
told Clark that the area's Prince Rupert had been  
main need "is for a ferry "made on a political basis." 
service...to serve the "All we're asking is that NEW CEILING 
communities north and east politics be kept out of it," , 
Thorn said. ,us ,Bental protesters When asked by the Op , Conse.rvative MP Ron . :: : 
face . . . . . .  .................................... 
posiUon'  .Leader :~ why ;= :~ -LX~3~" .(Capilano);' who '-:,-.,~=.q- "~ ......... - ," '  
Kitimat would be a better ae'~Ompanied Clark ,  • " _C,'~ e • , .  ' 
choice than Prince Rupert mm~ked that under the evlc[ Ion 
to serve as the hub port for terms of ~ recently signed 
, the .  ,egio~r, Burnett federal-provincial tran- VA~IcOU~R(CP)-Bert against those who have 
responded that "Kit imat sportation agreement "the Gregan, s~kesn~a, n for the aIready received yearly 
serves a population three federal government has" uritish Commbia Ten. rent nereasesprior t  May. 
times greater than Prince unloaded all of its respon- ~lsman's  office, says Barnes asked tenants who 
Rupert". - sibility (for fer~y service) tenantswho withold part of have paid the 10.6 per cent 
He also pointed out that 'on the provincial govern- their rei~t pa~,ments to t~crease from January .to ~ 
Kitimat is three hours closer ment . "  . protest changes m allowable withhold the difference from 
to Vancouver by sea, and  Clark maintained a low rent increases could be future payments. He 
that rail and highway links p]'ofile throughout the liable for eviction by lan. suggested they place the 
from the city are less meeting,, emphasizing that dlords, - fmi& in trust with the 
• susceptible to closure than he was mainly on a "fact- Grogan said Sunday a rentalsman's office and 
those from Prince Rupert, finding" tour. He in- ~ggestion Friday by MLA collectively lodge . a 
".We've got 'seven dff- terjeeted seldom and only to Emery Barnes that tenants grievance demanding 
' Escorted by B.C. Conservative organizer Tony Herald will carry an in clep*h Interview with Clark and ferent reports that say ask questions or offer brief withold part of lheir rent compensation for over-. 
Saunders, Joe Clark and his wife Maureen McTeer a |eature report on Maureen in tomorrow's paper. Kitimat is the best port,", observations. ' payments was in effect payment of rents by 3.6per 
arrive dockside at Mineffe Bay near K i t imat ,  The Burnett said. He listened attentively asking renters to break the cent back to Jan 1. 
' while council members Landlord and Tenant Act. Gr0gan said the only time 
INCLUDED " blasted federal corn- Premier Bill Benmett an. cash Is sent to hls offlce is K/T/MA T HA TCHER Y missioner Dr. Andrew nounced in March ~at  per- when repain are not done 
' • , Thompson for allo(~ating mitted rentlncreues were by the landlord. "We Ottawa's aim- double salmon fisherv on]y$5,000 toenable the to be re~tlced to seven per W o ~ d n ' t k ~ o w w h a t t O d O o l F  Lp, • . district o art ic i  ate in the cent'~rom 10.6 per cent ef- with it." ' 
 t!m= port nq.i y. • fectiveMay I. He said legislation 
• • - . . . =v. The hearings are star- Barnes (NDP-Va~couver reducing the allowable i
VANCOUVER (CP) ~ The salmon enhancement at Inches Creek in the Vancouver Island, and Long ' Makin- a szmilar an- ring on July 18th and we're Centre) argued that increase has not been [ 
Federal Fisheries Minister program ~ained federal Fraser Valley, Deadman's Lake on the central coast of nouncem%nt in Prince shocked that we won't be a legislation should be paued~butis expected to be 
.Ro.m.eo ,I~bl.anc ann. ounc.ed governmen[~eeceptance i  Cr~k on the Thomson River the mainland; Rm)ert, B C, Minister of major.pm'.ticip.ant," Mayor ~troactive to Jan. 1, 19'/7, made retroactive to May 1 
Monaay me Deginmng ~ a principle two years ago, in me.  ~nterior,_ and at --designing artif icial Am'ateur " 'Sport .'Iona ~'nom ~]ci.umrK. "We thimc be ause it discriminates when approved. 
nuge aria expenswe with the l~overnment t'unueage and  Big spawning channels for Little C mn -nolo ,ha =,~a mac as me city most in- c 
. . . . . . . . .  ' _ . . a . . .  . . ,  . . . .  School price rises i de~.el.opme.nt p.rogram zn. p ledging approximately Quahc .ran. rivers on Van- Quaheum River on Van- OPposition Lea~r  ~oe yelped we.s,o, uld be a major pnu.sn ~ommp.m a.eszgn~ $300 million to the entire couver mian.a.; . couver Island and Mathers Cfarli, who for the past three partlc,~nt. . . . to aoume me annum program ' ---continuation of design Creek " on the Queen daw has been tourinv the The uonservative ~eaaer I 
. . . .  " ° w#h Ins  co  tag  
production of Pacific Leblanc's announcement, work for a Kitimat River Charlotte Islands, ulus B C~ coast nodded whzle Thom was • • 
salmon _. • . . . .  _ however, far exceeds that hatchery and surveys and ineubationboxesf0t" Pa|lant " ' . • speaking,,.but, would only uran 
t'mnnea m two stages, Le- original commitment ~esign for fishways at Lows Creek in the queen Mrs Cam-a-nolo a.:n;--, promise co cnec~ with Dr. 
blanc said the first five-year Ron MoLe,d, 'd i~tor  of In]etonthe north coast and Charlottes and Wolf Lake that th'e ann~l~cemen~wa'~' Thompson". ' VANCOUVER (CP)-- Rendina Hamilton, of! 
phase of the program would the enhaneementDro~-am Kakweikan River on the and Tlu ana River on in n . s "We can check if there is . . . .  P a y way connected w~th ..  Recent changes in fire in- Pentieton, former president I 
cost approximately $150 for B.C., estimated that south coast; nn Vancouver Island. Clark's tour some lX)ssibdzty of change surance protection used by. ~f the B.C. School Trustees I 
million to finance projects approximately 170 projects --adding nutrients to LeBlanc said the existit~g ' (in the funding)" he said. British Columbia schoolii Assoccation, said districts I 
such as-'the sons truc.tion of worth more than -$2~j000 stimulate growth of food for commercial salmon in= "This decision was taken At one .point during the are increasing local school that have many woed-frame I 
rearing pones, namnerie~l, each would be completed youngsockeyesalmonintbe dustry is capable of hen-  lon~ before his itinerarv was meeting, Clark was am- costsbeeause|ireproteetion schooh have higher coats. ]
and artificial spawnin~ duringnthe program, with ~aters of five lakes--Gre~it dlinga 100-percent increase x~l~asefl," she told a~news barass~ by a slip he made devices must now be in- Most schools are of wood ! 
enannezg. " "several hundred other central, Kennedy, Hen- without signifccantly in- conference at the local wnen asking a question, cluded in school ira- construction and in need of ! 
The second phase of the minor projects'.Lworth less derson and ' Hobiton on creasing facilities, federal building Referring {o the industrial provements and additions, more protection. I 
program, extending from than $250,-000 each scat- _ _  __ . • " nature of Kitimat's say..h'us.te~_.. . . .  The problem of fires] 
the sixth to the 15th yea.r, tared around the province. ~ 1 ~ . , , ~ ,  ~,=~1,~,~ Y,,.~ ,~ , l . , - ,& , - , , , ,~ , , . , , J - , . .  economy, Clark asked: mMapmRiagesenoo~ois- started bv vandals res,,ltedl 
trict,'a si=nifieant part of a in a _:r, . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  ~-  - - -  i l i U i t | | | l l | i l O / ]  ( ]O J la r  | 
p og a . np, education department l  l~0millionan~.~0milliona meth-o(is being considered t'irc:z  / '~/'%1 IIP"I' ;W't~#'~ ~; / ' tw ' f%w.~,  .~*~ . "Is there a special knid of ~z million u gramng pro@/a~n, ts budgeted_to program to combat i In the  
year, t~emancsamacanews by u~awa tOT recovering ~l l / r , .4 t~ l  %i%/U/ t  l i l tS . /  UlO/¢ : tuut t : : t  work that women do ~'' meec nre protection sum- 12monthsnr~,~din,~.'&,~o 
conference, some of the. costs, prin- ~-" " r reto~t,~ ;a . . . . . .  ~,.' .  dards set by the Insurance t/on Minls~er-P-a't ~eG~'s  
" I '  II ' " " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "'=" By app ymga carefu y -  cipally through a licence VANCOUVER (CP' ' t,:. ,^,., ^ . _ ,L_.:,_ . . . . . .  • . Buschert Corporation of B.C. The announoJ~m~nt ,~"~h= n~ w.u m u ~,ru.uruu~ her income was . . . . .  - -"'~ ~elected mix' of proven system for saltwater ~ports --. " greater FI " ' • corporation has handled program in Febuary, ; 
enhancement teclmi~ues ana,,,a or a sn,~'ial tax Defen.ce lawyer Bob Gard: resident, convicted of fraud than the $100-a-month uster~,.C!ar.k tried, to public school insurance vandalism and arson ~ 
the fisheriesexperts~xpect ba~'ed" on c~n~mercial ner~l_vane°uverna.sca.uea inv°lvi~ga.b°ut$15,000z_w.h° ceiling' on the outside ear. e_x~.lain_~atn,enaclmeantto since1974. ' totalled t12 8' mmi~ ;- = ,', : 
-. ,umem rtesuurces mintster was oraereo to re ~ uuu "n • • ~ w,e~ner mere were any . .. . . . . . .  ........~. to achieve their goals of , salmon catches, or both . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  LpaY ~.-. mgs  of welfare reczpmnts. ;o ~, . . . . .  =a._,,. • . . . . . . .  Under the regulations, a l l  Part of thenackaue is a ¢~ • ,, m,, vanaer zmm s zn a t .  least ~zoo-monmi " t . - J -o ot,=~-~=-y ~ur wume,. ,. , ,,.. ex andin recreahonal . M main concern about . . . .  . y Wha is lmppenm now ts ,, • 
e~xP~tuni~es and doublin,, ,-,-^Y~..-=-.- - - . . . . .  cntiosm of a Cranbrook ,nstalments within three that she has to wo -~g-' '.--^ In Brztish Columbia we plans, for a.n..y, major million school protection 
~z.-- ~, ,,,,,,u,~.,,~ = , ,~ , .~  ,, ,, ,a =, ~wu h ' • upgraai~g or aaamon [o au fund to assLst d~i~t -  ,,~m • jude corn letely wrong years 'obs to ave a human r~ghts to 400 million the value of system for sports fishermen ._~,, . . . . . . . .  D _ '. . . . . .  ~ Pay back the money . . . . . . . . . .  ,, . . . .  public' schools must be hi~her wMa,nm ~'~'o . . . .  .. .- e,,u tu~xa,r . uaraner sale ~atur~a , n m ' ' UUlIIIIII~;ISIUI1 t ShOt Pack the annual r commercial m to be sure the costs of ,~  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Y a d amtain the standard . . . .  ,.__. ,,.._ ,. = - "- 
m'-o-produ-"-nm~, n,, ~l~n  by the administration won't, eatup tha'~r~:rd:a'aza~at%~ ~ o~v" $,~)"--'ve"~ '"a'rauamv°wea of.li.ving forh.er family," he ~s;~i'ma~becaus~Uof:ean,~ corporattone]eared throughthen]CBC.specifiesThe . , - - - - ' -  " -  " 
- -  s' me ml is~er said" all the reve'me' "the ~!!~g/updl:!eh! n~c~i~!~: i  'afs~ce~et~fS?a~n:rbigumitn:~ sai° m~[:~lO~r?gr~ilyS~i?nCw~4i~ what fire PrOtectl°n . . . .  
ere~o~S°l~itnt°pa:n~:,  m~s~i~aindo mecl~nisms | ,,~aes~rmbe:t ~;p:e;~n~: cluded,equipmentThis canmUStin¢ludebe fir in" 
or from the present-day for recovery of inveslment , Y and in line wi~ moclern r ~snsei ~ :~o~ and burglar alarms, ' 
5amipll~:.~efPcOte~ ~ a~:~aL~hUd!nL~t~ttw~. ~s~la~d SeG~:  i~mP~a~? t sprinldersy~temsandflre Y sterday. Hi,h" 1~I~.  ~vi~l ~14 d~3 ~ ~eaHrbe put to .e  for about a ~e:PtenaCO~Io0t0h,, e, c prmoples, a cia~ ~l .apes .  8 "' ='" . . . . . . . .  
million pounds 0 f ie  . Meanwhile, moves to " • . d er said the o Clarence Peters, Surrey 
• T.=hl=n" olo0 s-;a tho ; . . . . . . .  ,', . . . . .  s,~_ ~ nesday. Gardner said the woman -rosecution h~a . . . . .  ~ ,.. W rkers.(CASAW). 
department hoped to create coastal salmon and trout In  ~s spe__ech_,..Vander had held ,a.. wa,tress!ng ~e sentence before it was pe~A~A~rt,,,re~res, enta~ rive school board maintenance Today. Hi-h' 16 ~- ,~. .  
,,s,~,,t a -000 ~o ~o a,,'~n- th "~ ...., ~.. .=..__^.~._,^,. .  ~- , ,  ~,~-u  uu,e wmcn ne posi[zon wnue COllecting n~ssed -da;n- the* v..ao,. . -:.  -~.. . . . . .  . .,,= .u,~ superintendent, said ICBC Clm,~',; ," " • . . . .  
. . . . .  , a . . . . . .  w~-, u©s=- ,,,,,,~u~=,©,~, ~-- , - -- e . . . . . . . . . . .  I ' approval is neededforeven " "~ . 
program, with a, &igh illcluding: --construction claimed was  e~cess!ve welfare betw, een.February, Zalm's criticism left Judge L~ea,°~e~L~;h,,at,,hi,,s..uni°nwa. , the sm llest addiUofl." 
,,,,,.,,,,m,,, o¢ th ~o ;obo ^, . . . .  ~ . . . . .  A., ¢^. 4 . . . . . .  t1,~, tum©us:..y ~tiuit~ part UI. me lv pt, a.u mta,te'~e. David L-nn in n hnd nn ~'V . . . . . .  a ... .  ,.~-,,~, a~u,.  Wednesday: Cloudy with 
P-v.. . . . . . . . . . . . .  a ,,,-,~=,,,,~ v,.,,,o .,,- J--,;,,,,~ courts He said' she had admztted" , .  - - . . . .  ~.-- , ," "It's quite a chore, quite sunny periods, going to natives, salm©~ a~d area]head trout ' s~t~on. (See Clark ...page 3) expensive," 
:i 
. / / - )  . 
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30,000 GALLONS SP ILLED " 
Oil eeps  to the Peac s e 
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C. 
(CP) - -  Oil collecting booms 
were being laid down 
Monday at two locations on 
the Peace River in 
preparation for the arrival 
of an estimated 30,000 
gthrallons of oil that poured 
ough a ruptured West- 
coast Petroleum Co. Ltd. 
Pdaipeline near here last Fri- 
y. 
Company presideflt 
Robert Lawrence of Calgary 
said the plastic, rubber and 
wooden booms were being 
laid across the river at a 
spot near the British 
Columbia-Alberta border 
and at another spot about 30 
miles upstream. 
"We're setting them out 
ahead of the slick in 
preparation for its arrival," 
saidLawrenee, "Tbe oil can 
then be diverted to a back- 
water or collecting area for 
pumping out." 
The blow-out occurred 
shortly 'before midnight 
Friday in a section of 
Westcoast, Petroleum's 12- 
inch pipeline which runs 
alongside Stewart Creek. 
Company officials at first 
refused to give any in- 
formation on the spill, which 
has heavily fouled the creek 
and two major rivers, but a 
federal environmental 
department spokesman said 
initial estimates placed it at 
about 1,000 barrels. 
Environmental officer 
Tom Carscadden said that 
his agency would probably 
be sending personnel from 
Vancouver to view th@. spill 
and assess the ~en-  
vironmental damage. ~Ik 
Heavy rain was ~n n- 
poring efforts to eonte~B~he 
oil and it was too ~ to 
assess what damagdMJhad 
been done, ne said. : 
Lawrence said he l~pned 
BOARDS TO FAULT 
Something is rotten i: 
with 3 -month-o ld  eggs  " 
PARKSVILLE, 13.C. (CP) 
- -  British Columbia con- 
sumers ometimes are sold 
Grade A eggs up to three 
months old, a Sidney egg 
farmer said Monday. 
W. T. Burrows told a 
provincial food inquiry the 
policies of the national and 
B.C. egg marketing boards 
were to blame for the sales 
from three days or less to vestigation i to the high cost 
three months, with eggs still of food in B.C. 
meeting the Grade A Burrows said the 
requirement," Burrows aid Canadian Egg Marketing 
inn brief. Agency caused the lag. 
Burrows' report was because it divided the 
among the first presented to estimated yearly demand 
the 10-member legislative for eggs evenly over 12 
committee as it opened two months. 
days of public hearings "The result is nun iform 
here. 
la";~he" time interval btt-  
ween egg lay and purchase 
by consl]mer can range 
Subsequent hearings will 
be held in Vancouver and 
throughout the province as 
part of year-long in- 
IN PROVINCE 
monthly supply which fail, 
to take into consideration 
seasonal variatibn .- in. 
demand." 
The grading stations had 
to store the surplus eggs in 
anticipation of an .increased 
den~and a month or two 
"When the anticipated Sour season ahead away, he said. time arrives, the stored 
eggs begin to move out--the 
fo r  f ru i t  g r o w e r s  is°ldest f i rst-  until the said Burrows, 
adding all of B.C. was af- 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP)- not meet the real costs of fectedby this practice. 
C h a r I e s B e r n h a r d t, producing the fruit. . The uneqhal distribution 
president of the Olmnsgan But he said he wasn't of egg production quotas to 
• farmers further contributed 
that much of the oil would 
have been dispersed in the 
water or evaporated by the 
time it reached the booms. 
"There's going to have to 
be some mop-up and clean- 
up along the banks, but the 
main thing now is to Catch 
as much of the slick as 
possible," he said. 
"the oil was being pushed 
along on waters swollen by 
rain and runoff. 
"It was a drop in pressure 
along the pipeline that 
alerted technicians to the 
possibility of a leak. The 
system was shutdown, but it 
was too late to prevent he 
oil'from gushing through the 
ruptured pipe. 
A,helicopter search down 
the pipeline early Saturday 
quickly pin-pointed the 
location. 
,Carscadden said the 
break appeared to have 
occurred in a section of pipe 
between two valves and 
could have been caused by a 
seam bursting or failure of 
the pipe wall. . 
The oil spewed out onto 
the ground and then some of 
it drained into Stewart 
Creek. From there it made 
its way into the Pine River 
and by Sunday flowed into 
~the ' Peace. 
'Booms were placed across 
~ie Pine and then below the 
commu~.ity of Taylor which 
is on the banks of the Peace 
dose to here. 
Oil managed to get 
through this second boom, 
however, and drifted further 
down the river causing 
cleanup crews to string 
another boom across the 
river at ClayhurstFerries, 
about 35 miles away. n 
Westcoast Petroleum is a 
subsidiary of Westeoast 
Transmission Co. Westcoast 
has hired the Alberta 
company, Supervisory 
Consultants Ltd., to handle 
Fruit Growers Association, seeking enough government the containment and 
said Monday fruit growers support to end all losses to delays in egg sales, he cleanup. 
will lose money on the 1976 because "if we were assured added. 
Eight.year-old Carrie Crowder looks older than her years as she waits her turn to perform. Carrie is a 
student at Vicki Parvialnen Dance School which performed a number of dances at the Outdoor Arts 
Festival Saturday. . 
soft fruit crop despite fed- of all our costs of production Burrows said Fraser ,, PL 
eral and provincial price we would losa the necessary Valley eggs had l;'o be  EX _;ORATION NEEDED 
i@sb.~n.ce.,.L. ~.. ....... incentive and.concern for shipped toPrineeG#orge I l l l~ ' r l t ' t .~  t~, ,~ ' i '~ l i l l  Conse  nng ot end gh 
.b~i i~ . , sa id~n~. , in .  producttonof~ldalltyfruit.., be~ean~:theggwePrO~UvC~. ~ ... t . /%~.~. . , ,~=:O,O,=, , ,  , . . . .  r.v n . u, ' . " /  
! ~Li~ti~li~/t,inccrlii~:'~l'om Bernhardt said the only 
! fruit sales combined with profitway growers cun make to have high returns IocalSufficientdemand.qu°tas to l l  RE( UIRES REFORM to=saY P oil r e s e r v e s  
government assistance will from the marketplace He said the va l J  of . . . !Liq i quotas had risen more~[han VICTORIA " (~P) -- The terms ol cos[s. • 
because government sup- 400 per cent in the past few criminal justice system has Jobson said the soaring " ' uor . port programs cover only part of production costs. 'years, to the detrime~[ of become [oo. costly, hasn'_t police, co~t and  prison Major new stocks of the Arctic reserves. That imports and called ~ On 
iboard  ' Growers, hesaid, willlnse small farmers as "dilly the capacity to reform and costs are a[[rinutat)le m an deficit could be cut by 30 per Alberta and the federal 
six cents a pound on the 1976 larger farms could affm.d to should be dismantled and indiscriminate handling of petroleum energy will have cent if the Arctic gas can be government o encourage 
• cherry crop. While they cost borrow money to purchase' restructured, says Keith the raw .material--the of- to be developed even if brought to southern exploitation of the sands. 
i~ i i se~rapped 37.5 cents a pound to the quotas .  °' Johson, a University of fenders entering the system. Canadians can be induced to m~kets, headded. "What is lacking is a set of 
Higherprieesforfeed'and Victoria law professor. The lawyer suggested too curb their growing demand . Given an early govern- policies that will make 
preduce, the return from the interest on loans added to , Jobson, speaking at the much time ~.,~d e/f0rti~s " for oil and natural gas, a ment go-ahead on the further development (oft he 
i' VICTORIA (CP) -- The marketplace and govern- the costs shouldered by.the annual .convention of the oemg was e . senior oil industry official proposed Arctic Gas oil sands) an economic 
i British Columbia govern- ment subsidies will bring in Pipeline, natural gas could proposition," Livingstone ! ment moved Monday to only 31.5 Cents. consumer, he said. John Howard Society of. vestigating and processing said Monday. 
• executive vice-president of Mackenzie Delta-Beaufort such policies is, we trust, abolish the B.C. Liquor It is estimated that "It is doubtful if thee is Vancouver Island during the .minor drug, theft and J .G .  L iv ingstone ,  be - flowing from the said. "The importance of 
Board, making good on a federal and provincial more than token corn- weekend, said the system drinking offences. 
i promise made two months government subsidies for petition on feed prices was "wasteful, destructive Jobson said if the crime- In~perial Oil, said greater Sea region by 1980," he said, obvious to the governments 
"'ago by Consumer and the 1976 crop will be 13 cents anymore. It is evident hey an an unreformable industry was fubject o the conservation by Canadians adding that the energy in- concerned." 
Corporate Affairs Minister a pound for cherries, 7.7 are competing to obtain behemoth." same requirements a other will. only provide an extra dustry expects foreign oil Earlier, several energy 
Rate Mair. cents for apricots, 6.5 cents quotasfor their customers." He said justice in Canada industries, the Combines few years to find needed producers will continue to researchers told reporters 
for pears and six cent~ on B'urrows emphasized a has evolved into a billion- Investigation Act enforcers energy reserves to carry the boost prices, that development of the oil 
In an order-in-council re- plums., wellrun marketing board dollar-ayear "cr ime- would have told it "a long country through the rest of He gave full support to sands~:ouldprovideabiggtr 
leased Monday, the He was speaking to a joint oil sands as a way of could be derived from the government terminated the Wmile calling the support was essential for a sound industry" and charged it time ago to pull up its this century, development of the Alberta boost to the economy than 
appointments of board levels fair, Bernhardt said program of production, lacks accountability in socks." conference of the Chemical reduc ing  Canada 's  investment ofSS-billion in an 
chairman Neff Davidson, he was disappointed "that distribution and fair prices. , , Institute of Canada and the. dependency on gas and oil Arctic gas pipeline. 
limits will be put on the Amer ican Chemical  
v i ce -cha i rman J i ro  amount of a l~ower's crop RAY SUPPORTS IT Society, which continues 
Miyazawa nd member Pin that will qua ify for a sub- through Thursday. The 
meeting has attracted more Tofini. 
The board was established sidy. , Again, Skagit threatene  He said a growercan geta than 3,000 chemists and 
in 1973 by the former New, subsidy ononly 25 tons of his chemical engineers from 
Democratic Party govern- f H ig h Ross m nt tohear ppeaisfrom cherry crop, but one of his by threat o canada and the United ~. 
liquor licensing and listing members harvests up to 200 ' am States. ' 
decisions, tons. Livingstone gave a 
Mair said March 31 that Bernhardt said what VANCOUVER (CP) Under former governor also thought' the drought gloomy assessment of the 
Canadian growers need Politicians and on- Dan Evans, the state was was being used as an excuse world's energy supply 
abolished--aafter the board moveWaS most is tariff protection vironmentalists in  British opposed to a joint City of because the dam could end problem 10 or 15 years from 
requiring legislation--ap- from United States and Columbia have expressed Seattle and Seattle City up being raisedduring a now, noting that some ex- perts expect mid-East oil peals will be referred to the overseas fruit coming into dismay about the decision Ught proposal to raise the rainy period. ~'reduction to peak by the 
corporate and financial the country, by Washington Governor dam'sheight by 122 1-2 feet. He said it was difficult to 
services commission, the . He said with U.S. harvest Dixy Lee Ray to'throw the But Ray announced that assess what weight the end of the 1980s. 
general appeal body that dates ahead of Canada, the power of her office behind because of the drought governor's decision will "In other words, by the 
fruit hits the Canadian proposals to raise the Ross conditions he is reversing have because until now end of the next decade we hears appeals from a broad 
range of administrative market at a time of high uam. decision in the ministry of prices, and by the time local The proposed project the state's position. Washington state has not might find ourselves in a Gary .Gallon, executive been involved in the con- position .where some 1. CHECK THESE ADDITIONAL COVERAGES 
consumer and eorporate fruit hits the market the threatens to ~lood 5,000 directer of the Scientific IN yOUR HOMEOWNER'S FIRE POLICY: 
affairs, prices have often declined acres of the Skagit Valley in Pollution and En- 
Mair said he would per- below the cost of production. B.C. vironmental Control SPEC 
sonally decide appeals, , society, said Ray's decision 
however, on the question of '. I to  u ~" was a shock. 
neighborhood pub licences. Rea r wants  pa Gallon saidSPEC, which 
fought the proposal for 
QUEBEC =n government acb everyyearS'way"WillwetrYcan,"t° stop it 
ISSUE NANAIM0. ]~.C. (CP) -  enterprise system .' in He saidthe upper Skagit 
Jim Robb, president of the Canada through, inereasea Valley would have to be 
Canadian Real Estate 'government intermrence, logged before any fIooding VITAL Association, Mondav called He told members that free takes place, and "we will 
PENTICTON, B.C. (CP)- for a five-year restri~ction enterprise was .becoming put people out there to 
more ann more me junior disrupt that logging if we 
have to." F ranc is  Townsend,  government programs to honorary president of the halt growing Canadian partner in a democracy 
Royal Canadian Legion's bureaucracy, partnership. ' QUESTIONED LOGIC 
Pacific Command, told a Robb told the annual con- "instead of being Con- . Gallo n,3uestioned Ray's q 
logic for the policy change. 
The. project would take 
about three years to com- 
plete and would not help. 
Washington with its im- 
mediate drought problems. 
"I think it's a ruse," said 
Gallon. "She's taking ad- 
vantage of the water 
shortage to push this 
through." 
Jim Nielsen, B.C.'s en- 
vironment minister, said he 
troversy. "
"It's really hard to 
determine what weight hat 
will have but it seems to 
give Seattle Light another 
partner in their corner, 
which distresses us very 
much," Nielsen said. 
He said. Ray's in- 
tervention comes at an 
unfortunate time because 
his department has been 
working toward a set- 
tlement with Seattle 
agencies for over a year, 
, I  don't know how 
determined they believe the 
B.C. government is about 
this. I hope they don't think 
B.C. is holding out for a 
better price because I can 
assure them that that is not 
the case. 
,( The government of' B.C, 
is very much opposed to the 
raising of the Ross Dam and 
we certainly don't intend to 
give up.,.however, it's too 
simple to say We just won't 
let them do it," 
countries won't be able to 
secure all the oil they want 
at any price," he said. 
'By 1990,. he said, 
Canadians will probably 
require 1.5 billion barrels a 
year, compared with 900 
million now. 
Gas and oil reserves in the 
Arctic hold this country's 
key to economic stability in 
the face of rising prices and 
demand for foreign 
petroleum reserves, he said. 
Referring to the 10-year 
moratorium on construction 
of a Mackenzie Valley gas 
pipeline recommended in 
the recently released 
Berger report, Livingstone 
said: "Mr. Justice Berger 
himself is reported to have 
said that developments in
the North shduld not be 
blocked if such projects are 
determined to be in the 
national interest ..: " 
He said Canada will run 
up what could be a $5 billion 
balance of payments deficit 
from oil and gas imports 
alone by 1985 if it cannot tap 
Yes 
No 
Wafer damage from sewer back.up 
Wafer damage from ice or snow on roof ' ' 
• Impa'ct by ins ured's own vehicle 
Electrical damage to appliances 
Inflation protection 
2. CHECK ~I'HIS PREMIUM 
$40,000 Building 
$20,000 Personal belongings 
$4,000 Outbuildings or garages 
S8,000 Additional cost of living expense 
1,500 off premises-- fire and theft 
100,000 Personal liability 
1,000 Per person medical payments 
250 Voluntary property damage 
You get all this for ~s low as $86 annually 
Braid Insurance . 
Agencies Ltd. 
FOR ALL TYPES OF INSURANCE INCLUDING AUTOPLAN 
4648 Lakelse Avenue' 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1R2 
SAFECO 
' ,Bus: 635.6142 ,' 
Res: ~635.2015 
legion convention Sunday 
that the separation of 
Quebec is of vitl concern to 
veterens who i,, two World 
Wars have helped make 
Canada a nation. 
Townsend, of West Van- 
couver, B.C., urged 
delagates to put the Legion 
and its leaders at the 
forefront of the movement 
to stop the breakup of 
Canada. 
vention of the B.C. Real 
Es ta te  Assoc ia t ion  
(BCREA) that at the end of 
the five-year term, 
bureaucrats should be able 
to justify the programs' 
continuedexistences or the 
projects should be 
disbanded. 
The president's comments 
came out of a speech to the 
convention which centered 
on thc ~.rosion of the free- 
suited to the degree one 
would expect in 'a  part- 
nership," he said, "it is told 
what it must do and must 
provide the funds to fuerthe 
Spendthrift habits : of 
rapacious government, and 
the growing bureaucracy. 
"And with increased 
speed, the mileage between 
a free enterprise conomy 
and a socialistic state is 
rapidly devoured." 
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Maron.ey stresses personal contact 
By DAVID RICHARDSON population and industry, personal for the development of tourism and we population i creasing. The tourist rade 
Associate ditor contact with the government of B.C. is must go after our share," he main- ~viil expand," he suggested. 
critical, Maroney believes, rained. It is in preparation for such changes, 
Although Dave Maroney may not want "We need more industry here and for A 24-year resident of Terrace, that local government must begin to 
to admit it, he's a nice guy . .  thatwe need more industrial land. That .Maroney isa businessman and a fa~er . explore all the pessibilities olpen to it and 
An alderman for the ~st  five ann a means we have to extend Our beun- of six. He sees co-operation as zne to avail itself of provincml support, 
half years, he is quiet and unassuming, dariesl That's where the province keynote to productive political action. Maroney contends. 
Not at all the stereotype, self.publicizing comes in. After that it's up to us to at- "It never does any good to get tough He likes the system of governmem 
politician, tract the industry," he pointed out. with senior governments," he observeo, employed here and sees no n~¢! to ma~ 
changes. As far as taxes are concernem, 
When former mayor Gordon Rowland Any town that depends heavily on one Terrace, in the next five years, will ha's a realist. This year's budgets wu 
stepped down, Maroney saw an op- resource-related industry is in a undergo tremendous change, the what he calls a "hare-bones" budge[, 
~rtunity to "get another foot in the door precarious economic position, Maroney mayoralty candidate believes. The which allows for next to no road repair 
|n Victoria." That is, to establish a notes. " This- mak~ it especially im- population will increase and the overall "" 
stronger communications link between portant for Terrace to encourage and It~racterof a supply°f theaqdtownserviceWill ntreev°lve forint°a worksoonerandorabsolutelYlater, moneyn° frilS.is going to have 
• the municipality and the province, develop the tourist rade and secondary Wdly  developing Pacific Northwest. to be made available for such things as 
"For the last couple of years we .have service industries. , road repair, he realizes, and that Is all 
been rather lax, perhaps because ot me He suggests it might be  possible to ~en that ferry service getsstarted the more reason for attracting industry 
economic slump which made the cost of make more municipal money evallable (p'I'ovincial ferry from Vancouver ~ now. 
itimat) sending a mayor down to Victoria for the promotion,of tourism and adds [] and when the .road norm Maroney believes he has the ex- 
prohibitive," he said. that here again, is an area in which through Cassiar and on up to Whiteho/~e verience and knows he has the time to 
But if Terrace is to pick up where it closer ties with Victoria are necessary, is  completed, I can see trucking corn- handle the mayor's job. All he needs 
Mayorsl candidate Dave Maroney left off before the slump, if it is togrow in "There are provincial funds available panics establishing depo.ts here an d the now are the votes. 
• . ~.- . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.......... ..................................... ; . . . . . . .  ~%;~;~'~;~;~:~%;~:~.~:~;~'~;~;~.~-;.~..~-~:~%P~:;~:~~:;:;:;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~:~:~:~:~H~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~::~:~:~:~:;:~:~:~:;:;:;:;~~/~:~F/~ ~~;~;~;~;~;:;:;~;~;~;~;:;~;:;~;:;:;~;~;:;~;~;~;~;X.~:::~::~;~:~:::~:::::::~::;:~;:;~;~;~;~~~;~;~;:;:;:;:;:~;:;:;~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;>:.:.:.:<.:.:.:.:.:.:.:;:;:;:<.:...~.....~*~.~.~...~.;.;.;...;. ............ ..o.o.....Oo.;....o ~o;........oOoO... . .................................................... . 
FROM PAGE ONE 
' Clark hears appeal for health study funding 
;~ does not permit any Alsslmn ficials, including Skeena therefore unable to take This morning, Clark will 
(Continued from page 1) oil to be used in Canaoa, federal riding presidant part in a tour of the Alcan be interviewed on television 
~ Clark said that if the oil port Derrick Curtis. smelter, before meeting with civic 
the method to he used to proposal were approved, he Monday evening in  officials at 9:40. in the 
terminate the government's would want it used as a tool Because his plane was 90 Terrace, Clark displayed his Terrace Municipal building. 
wage and pr ice control for  " in ternat iona l  minutm late in arriving, the understanding of  a wide 
Tory leader was forced to 
cancel a visit to Kitamaat 
.program. , 
Pointing out that CASAW 
Was oneof the first uhious to 
have to. conform to Anti 
Inflation Board (AIB). 
C de-lines, he expressed r they might also be one 
of the last groups left 
covered by the controls. 
"I think, we want to set a. 
date for an end to controls," 
Clark told the t/nion 
representatives. "It is my 
Ix/rty's policy...to terminate 
them sooner than later." 
Clark said that he would 
be meeting with the Con- 
servative causus when he 
returned to Ottawa to decide 
whether or not to "force a 
debate" on the issue of 
setting a termination date. 
He also indicated that he 
lshared the union's concern 
.that using 'an anniversary 
date' for ending controls~ as 
the government has 
suggested, could px~xluce 
"serious ;~. izte~lultabilitiee",; 
Clark pointed out that in a 
town like Kitimat, the an- 
niversary date proposal 
might lead to one group in 
the community being co- 
vered by the AIB guidelines 
for some time while another 
group was free from con- 
trois. 
He invited the union to 
submi t  a l te rnat ive  
suggestions for phasing out 
the program in a more 
equitable manner. 
• . Burton also told Clark that 
the CASAW had started a 
comprehensive h alth stud~ 
of the Alean plant in Kitima 
but had been denied federal 
assistance for conducting 
the investigation. 
-.,, Although Clark said that 
he was concerned that 
federal funding should not 
Con'sei'vative LeaderJo.e Clark-met i; morning .Clark will talk With the 
with t~yor  George Thom (right) and Terrace council and speak to students 
members of the Kitimat District at Caledonla senior secondary school. 
council, Monday afternoon. .This 
be available "for every 
project o f  this kind, "in 
general terms we would be 
willing to support it in 
unusual, circumstances." 
Regarding the Kitimat oil 
port inquiry, the union 
rep~sentatives complained 
that they had not received 
the funding they had 
requested from Dr. 
Thompson to conduct an 
environmental Study of the 
effects off vupour could have 
on Kitimat. 
As he had with the 
district, Clark promised to 
check into the funding to 
find out "some reason why 
ALCAN ANNOUNCES 
QU EBEC EXPANSION 
MONTREAL CP - Alcan Aluminum Ltd. an- 
nounced Monday it will build an aluminum 
smelter with an initial capacity of 63,000 tons on 
a site near La Bale in Quebec's Saguenay-Lac St. 
Jean region. 
The $200.milllon project, which will bring 
Alcan's aluminum smelting capacity in Quebec 
to 760,000 tons annually, is expeded to be 
completed in 1981, company president Nathanlel 
Davis said in a statement. 
This will earn at least $750 million a year if 
Ingot prices remain stable, he added. 
The company has bought a 2,400.acre site to 
make room for two further expansions of 63,000 
tons each at an estimated additional cost of $185 
million. This would bring the annual production 
rate to about 189,000 tons. 
No schedule has been determined for future 
Investment. 
Davis said one reason for Alcan's decision to 
expand In theSaguenay rejgion,, about 12 miles 
• north of" Quebec City, was the provincial 
government's recently announced long-term 
Indexed tax policy for private power generation 
facilities. 
Alcan estimates that an average of 400 persons 
will be employed on construction work. Once- 
.operating, thep!ant will provide more than 400 
permanent jobs. 
The La Bale smelter will be situated near the 
~.year.old Arvida .smelter, fabricating and 
chemical plants as well as Alcan's five 
hydroelectric power plants in the region. 
The expansion program will allow Alcan to 
rebuild andexpand older plants without losing 
production capacity, Davis sald. 
Teh .ndw plant will Incorporate the latest en- 
vironmental control technolouy. 
he (Thompson) chose who 
he chose." 
Earlier, Clark flew over 
the proposed tanker oute in 
a sea plane before arriving 
at Minette Bay near 
Kitimat. 
Following the trip, Clark 
told the Herald that he had 
had pointed out "the two 
areas where there could be 
difficulties" along the route. 
"We have to be very 
careful about the en- 
viromnenta! consequences 
. of a tanker oute." he said. 
Clark stated that he was 
especially concerned about 
the size of tankers, their 
country of registry, and the 
need for strict safety 
standards. 
Acknowledging that 
present United States law 
,Ui I, . 
ba•aaining,,• range of issues at a He will speak to students rk was met at Minette gathering attended by about Bay by  a group of local Vflluge. Hiswife Maureen 75 people at the Terrace ,of Caledonia Senior 
Conservative party of- was nut feellng well and was Hotel. Secondary School at 11:05. 
Pulp unions set to list demands 
negotiators will meet again . VANCOUVER (CP) -- Woodworkers of ,America Sunday to approve the 
Negotiators for British (IWA). 
Columbia's two pulp unions The Canadian Paper- proposals before they go to 
will present heir contract " workers Union and the Pulp, the industry. 
demands to the industry. Paper and Woodworkersof Sources say the two 
next Monday and sources Canada are submitting the, unions are not asking for. 
say they will be less than demands to their respective any specific wage increase 
those of the International memberships this week and incomparisonwiththeIWA, 
• which wants a $1-an-hour Closer ties eyed ucrnss-the-board increase, 
ST. SIMONS ISLAND, Ga. 
(AP) -- President Carter 
said Monday he believes 
there will be indications in 
the next few weeks of 
strengthened United States 
diplomatic relstions with 
Cuba. 
At an airport news con- 
ference after the departure 
of his wife, Rosalynn, on a 
Latin American tour, Carter 
also said he is .keeping 
"hope alive" for a meetinl{ 
with: Soviet leader Leonio 
Brezhnev later thisyear to 
talk about nuclear arms 
limitation. 
"I think that we will have 
indications in. the next few 
weeks of strengthened 
diplomatic relations with 
Cuba--far short of 
recognition," the president 
said after a rel~_rter asked 
what his wife will tell Latin 
American leaders about 
U.S,-Cuban relations. 
and the pulp demands will 
be from five to seven per 
cent below the 30-percent 
package demand of the 
IV/A. 
Souree~ say that like the 
IWA, the pulp grool~ .only 
want a one-year pact and 
also want the industry to 
contribute twecents an hour 
to a safety research fund. 
The IWA has a similar 
demand, but only for one 
cent an hour. 
Current base rates for the 
12¢000 pulp workers is $7.01 
an hour. Their cenwacw 
ire June SO. 
• IWA is expected to 
complete a strike vote 
before its coast contract 
expires on June 15. 
Innovative and .Energetic Representation ' 
Sharon BIGGS F,, NAYOR :..o 4 m I 
AIcan  
smelte i 
tours 
1977 
lq, 
:Power from B.C.'s coastal 
mountains~ raw materials 
from all over the world .•.. 
combined, they make aluminum. 
But it takes skill. 
And skill takes people. 
We make about 300,000 tons 
of aluminum every year. 
Our people can show you 
how it's done. 
To see their skills in action, 
visit our smelter in Kitimat 
this summer. 
You'll find that our tour 
guides will make you 
most welcome. 
As hosts, they have skills 
of their own. 
Smelter tour schedule for 
June, July and August, 1977. 
Monday- Friday 
Smelter bus tours at 12:30 and 2:00 p.m. 
(Information Centre open 10:00 - 11:30 a.m.) 
Special arrangements can be made 
for visits on Saturdays if 24 hours' 
notice is siren. There are no tours 
on Sundays and Statutory holidays. 
For more details, write or phone: 
AIcan Smelter Tours 
Box 1800. Kitimat. B.C. VSC 2H2 
Phone: 632-3111 (ext. 259) 
Alcan Smelters 
and Chemicals Ltd 
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Boozing along 
Police have estimated that the driver of every 
second car on the road after bars have closed is 
intoxicated or has, at least, been drinking. That's a 
frigh)ening thought because It suggests that no 
level of police roadblocks, spot checks, or other 
surveillance can coml~letely arrest the danger of 
drunk driving. 
Each impaired driver is a potential killer. 
Thou: ;~ driving is often little more than a series of 
fixed -Jction patterns for most people, there are 
always the sudden confrontations, the tests of a 
driver's acuity and attention. When booze takes 
control of the mind, the reflexes are dulled, the 
response is impaired. 
With a three.headed thrust on inebriated 
motorists, Attorney-General Garde Gardom has 
served notice that "roadside rouleffe'" will no 
Ionge: be tolerated. To fight this problem, Gar- 
dom's department is Instructing !ocal police forces 
to step up roadside checks throughout he year, not 
lust at Christmas. He has announced plans for 
drtv, ~ education programs and is enlisting 
wi;,,: ,read support for this counter.attack. 
The-~ are wise moves, long overdue. 
Corr, bating impaired driving means combating a 
prevailing attitude. Drunk driving is a crime. 
Nothing less. It differs from other crimes only 
because it involves us all; the criminals tire our. 
selve~ and we are responsible for the crime. 
When we read news stories detailing a robbery or 
burglary commlttedby someone we knaw, we are 
in~tantly aghast. We cut communication with the 
deviant. When reports appear about a friend being 
nabbed by police for Impaired driving, the response 
is: Oh well, look who got caught this time. Liffle 
more. 
But the crime is no less serious., Driving while 
impaired is a selfish denial of the rights of other 
motorists and innocent pedestrians. The victims 
are no better off than the ones who have been 
robbed or mugged. All that's different Is that with 
impaired driving, the crime is more hit and miss. 
The odds ere you won't strike a motorist, total your 
car, or lose your life. 
Driving while under, the influence is akin to the 
drunk who slobers over to you, spitting out his 
probiems or asserting his unclear demands. He's 
invol:ing you in his pathetic lot. 
Bui that is innocent compared to the denizens.of 
the road who put your life in danger because of 
their indiscretion. When they bring you into their 
drunk, the result is often tragic. 
With a commitment to catch the offender and 
educ~te us all, Gardom is wisely trying to wrestle 
with ~his problem. It's no easy task. The public 
says it's okay to drink, okay to drive, okay to drink 
and drive...but only to a certain limit. Then it's 
immoral. 
O~!.,, it's far worse than that. If the public must 
vie:', ~dnking in any light, let it be like smoking. 
It's ,~ hazard to health. But Instead of putting a 
warding on the side of a bottle of Beaujolais, let the 
messJge to the drunk driver be clearer still: a 
suspended drivers Iicence and a criminal record. 
Fo~" too long, we have put up with recalcitrant 
drivers who have displayed a suh-simlen belief that 
their ri.qht to drink and drive supersedes the law. 
Fo~ ~o long they have thought they can drink at 
wil), ~ive like hell, and not care about the other 
guy. 
Promises 
Not about to be done by the provincial tour of 
Opposition leader Joe Clark, the Liberals seized a 
fair cl~unk of the federal treasury and sent it over to 
Britir, h Columbia, Monday, announcing, once 
again, the salmonid enhancement program: 
It's a laudable venture, promising as it does 
spawaing channels, rearing ponds, stream 
resto:atlon, hatcheries, and other engineering and 
biological measures designed to replenish the 
dwinc~ling Pacific salmon fishery. 
Bu~ haven't we heard it before? Only the 
Llberols would ensure they didn't run the risk of 
ruining a good promise by unveiling it only once. 
Ag~dn, the salmonid enhancement program is 
bein~ ,announced. Last time, It was a ten.year, $300. 
mlllicn scheme; now, It may exceed that amount. 
Giver the length of the program, the chance for 
restr~:int or shifting priorities in future, the figures 
are ,rtually meaningless. But who's going to 
quih~ ,~ about a few million dollars In the future 
wher, 'hey mean political 9.aln today? 
Ce,~ainly not Iona Campagnolo, Not while Joe 
Ciark is in town. 
spent annually on military 
forces to the urgent snciai 
needs that are not being 
met. 
The study, sponsored by 
organizations that include 
the Rockefeller Foundation 
and Toronto's Peace 
Research Institute-Dundas, 
notes that the $350 ,billion 
total is equal to the total 
income o f  the world's 
poorest 1.8 billion people. It 
submarine would pay for a 
year's schooling for 16 
million children in 
developing countries. 
Sivard's study, which 
updates two earlier similar 
works, may provide useful 
reinforcement to the Carter 
administration officials and 
congressmen who" are 
seeking to put in place ef- 
foctive limits on the growth 
of'military spending. 
resources available for 
other essential sectors and 
social services--and fuels a 
futile and reactive arms 
race---excessive military 
spending can erode security 
rather than enhance it." 
The study's author says 
five per cent of one year's 
world military spending 
could finance the following: 
The study's author says 
five per cent of one year's 
-Training of medical 
auxiliaries, $250 million. 
-Aid to impi'ove the food- 
~ roduction capability of eveloping countries, $3 
billion. 
A program to provide 
minimum shelter to all, 
using self.help construction, 
$750 million. 
-Supplementary food to 
ensure full development for 
• • , , , .  
? 
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I 
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Business spotlight 
Syncrude plant built in parts 
EDMONTON (CP)  - -  In a either of the other two EF0 preeast concrete forms are dustrygovernment venture 
bold experiment, about I0 sites. About wo-thirds of the assembled at the third site financed by' Imperial 0il 
per cent of ,on site" .con- EFO staff not engaged in by about 250 men, which Ltd., CanadaCities Service 
struction at the $~. billion manual work is employed include millwrights, pipe- Ltd., Gulf Oil Canada Ltd., 
fitters and electricians, and the governments of Syncrude Canada Ltd. oil here. Bechtel says. 
sands plant at Mildred The second s i te,  the  Assembled plant portions Alberta, Ontario and 
up to 80 feet long, 25 feet Canada. 
Lake, Alta.," has actually largest, handles pipe wideand 20 feet high can be Scheduled for completion been completed near here-- fabrication and pipe in- 
more than 300 miles away. sulation and assembly and delivered .to Mildred Lake. in the spring of 1978, the 
At three locations in the employs about 1,000 men, Work at theEFO sites is plant willbegin commercial 
• Edmonton area: corn- including about 150 subcon- expected to continue into production at 52,000 barrels 
ponents for the plant are tracted insulation workers. 1978,'but he project has a day, with the output ex- 
pre-nsembled for shipment A welding school jointly finished much of its work pected to double within a 
by truck to Mildred Lake. and production isstarting to year. 
sponsored by Bechtel and dechne. ~ Syncrude expects to Canadian Bechtel Ltd., the provincial manpower 
managing contractor on the The operation at Mildred produce more than one 
project, said in a statement department also is located Lake will produce synthetic billion barrels of synthetic 
here. the arrangement has im- . crude oil from the crude oil from its 7,-000-acre 
proved efficiency, saved on Instrument components, Athabascaoil sands, mine site during the 25-year 
labor costs, and granted the electrical conduits :and Syncrude is a joint in- lifespan of the project. 
company access to the 
larger number of skilled 
tradesmen available in an 
urban area, 
Bechtel says on-site 
construction--par ticularly,, 
• in .remote areas such as 
Mildred Lake in the nor- 
theastern part of the 
province--must often be 
done at a forced pace under 
difficult conditions and with 
a constantly changing work 
force. 
With" pre-assembly, 
however, much of the work 
can be' completed, largely 
indoors, by a steady staff of 
city-based tradesmen 
working a normal 35-t0A0- 
hour week. 
Del Zambon, a manager 
at the city assembly 
facilities, says "pre- 
assembly of permanent 
plant materials i  not a new 
concept, but our effort is one 
of the largest known ven- 
tures." 
It is expected the ex- 
perience could be used in 
other large projects such as 
gas pipeline construction. 
The city-area operation, 
called Edmonton Field 
Operations (EFO), includes 
a freight warehouse with 2.5 
acres of outside space, 70 
acres of farmland with a 
new half-mile access road 
and a rail spur line and an 
eight-acre property with 
• shop and yard capacity. 
The first site handles most 
of the engineering tasks and 
receives materials prior to 
shipment to the job site or to 
ALUMINUM PLANT? 
effect may be on the 
developing countries whose 
governments train their 
economies and neglect so- 
cial needs in building up 
armed forces. Sivard 
estimates that military 
figures are in key positions 
of power in 40 per cent of the 
developing countries• 
A major part of the study 
is a list of countries and 
per-capita, grosa national 
product for 1974,: at $6,221 
(U.S.), but 22rid in per- 
capita military spending-- 
$130. 
Perhaps for that reason, 
Canada that year--the 
latest for which statistics 
are available for all coun- 
tries-ranked first in .beth 
per-capita education and 
health expenditures. 
PRINCE PHILIP. 
Constitutionally,. 
he doesn't exist 
LONDON (CP) " -- 
Prince Philip, husband of 
the Queen, has been 
described as .an unusual 
man doing an unusual job. 
British author Richard 
Hough says the prince will 
disagree with the first and 
will agree with the second. 
What is his job? Author 
Hough says this is a question 
- the  prince had to ask 
himself when he resigned 
his last appointment in the 
Royal Navy in 1951. 
That job was whatever he 
made of it. 
_ "Constitutionally," 
Prince Philip has observed, 
"I don't exist." 
In February, 1952, he was 
• the fit, intelligent, well- 
informed 30-year-old 
husband of the Queen, who 
had just succeeded to the 
throne. For the prince, at 
that time, there was no 
dearlydefined role or job to 
be done• 
Prince Albert, the Prince 
Consort to Queen Victoria, 
faced conditions, respon- 
sibilities and circumstances 
in 1840 so different hat no 
precedent could be found 
there. 
The usual work 
motivat ions--  money, 
r~OWer, security, pension 
ghts, adulation--did not 
exist for Prince Philip. 'He 
was surrounded by a forest 
of negatives: not banking, 
or journalism, the law; at 
first not even flying, but he 
soon fixed that. 
The nature of his work 
was to be shaped by his first 
concern, the protection and 
support of the Queen, who 
found herelf on the Throne 
at the age of 25, grieving the 
death of her father, George 
VI. 
This concern was present 
from the time of the prince's 
marriage in 1947, but was 
multiplied many times over 
with the accession and the 
new burdens the Queen ow 
had to carry. 
The support could be 
demonstrated in .two dif- 
ferent ways. He could act as 
a shadow. Or he could 
demonstrate his support' on 
a broader basis by goingo~t 
into the world from which 
the Queen was restricted by 
the narrower life imposed 
by the tasks and duties of a 
busy  const i tu t iona l  
monarch. 
Author Hough says this 
second activity was the 
better way to support the 
Queen andthe Crown. 
The prince likes travel, lie 
averages about 75,000 miles 
a year, most of it by air, and 
much of that as a pilot; 
Winston Churchill in his last 
term of office as prime 
minister nearly had a fit 
when be heard that the 
Queen's husband was going 
about in a helicopter. 
Another breiath-taking 
average is his 1,200 
engagements ~ a year. 
For instance,--in-1974 ,h~ 
made official visits to 
France (twice), Australia, 
New Zealand, Belgium, 
Switzerland, Germany. and 
the United States, as well as 
a number of private vlai~. 
All require him to be 
socially agreeable, to make 
speeches, and to be well- 
informed on a hundred 
subj_ecta. 
"Youth," Prince Philip 
said 25 years ago, " is  a 
cata logue  of untapped 
resources." Since then he 
has given many speeches-:_ 
he writes his own and a total 
of 40 a year is typical--at 
colleges o f  science, 
polytechnics, universities 
and schools of every kina. 
"If you throw out a chal- 
lenge," he told one Outward 
Bound audience, "it is 
sometimes surprising how 
many paople take it up and 
how well they Overcome it." 
Yukon sources of power enticing 
to Kaiser's corporate planners 
for the project not to go 
ahead than for it to be 
• completed .  Shipping 
distance to markets in the 
U.S. was but one disad- 
vantage. 
Company officials said the 
plant, which is planned for 
1985 and would employ 1,180 
workers, requires a 400~acre 
site Within Whitehorse's 162- 
squaremile town limits and 
would not  interfere with 
Indian land claims• Site 
specifications could possibly 
be met by Whitehorse 
Copper, a mine that is ex-. 
pected to be exhausted in 
three years. 
• Kaiser has made informal 
presentations to the 1,000 
Whitehorse residents 
through the Chamber of 
Commerce, the chamber of 
mines, conservationists, 
Indian organizations and at 
public meetings. 
So far, response has been 
favorable although Flo 
Whyard, the Yukon's 
minister of health and 
welfare, says the proposal 
sounds too good to be true.. 
and ]perhaps the right 
queshons haven't been 
asked. 
Hutchcraft said that if 
abundant power is available 
Kaiser will definitely 
consider Whitehorse. Power 
accounts for 15 to 20 per cent 
• of Kaiser product total 
expenses. 
Later expansion would 
necessitate doubling of 
hydro facilities to 1,000 
megawatts. Kaiser said the 
surplus could be used to 
open other Yukon mines• 
Chairman Jim Smith said 
NCPC, which has been 
studying four ,potential 
damsites within a 150`mile 
radius of Whitehorse for 
several years, is willing to 
talk with Kaiser about 
development possibilities., 
While the Kaiser idea has 
appeal, some Yukon 
residents are worried about 
a possible re-run of the 
problems encountered in
construction of NCPC's 30, 
me~awatt Aishihik power 
project 80 miles northwest 
of Whitehorse. 
The cost of the Aishihik 
p ro jec t ,  o r ig ina l ly  
estimated at $15 million, 
eventually soared to $45 
million for a dam that is 
operating at half of its an- 
WHITEHORSE, Y.T. 
(CP)  - -  Kaiser Aluminum is 
considering Whitehorse as a 
OSSible site for a 
phistieated aluminum 
plant, a project hat might 
set off major hydroelectric 
development in the area. 
Power' is the most 
essential part of Kaiser's 
scheme and the Oakland, 
Calif.-based company has 
been studying ~e area's 
power potei~tial for 4~ 
years. 
Transportation, a nearby 
port and people were the 
other considerations. Raw 
material would be shipped 
from New .Orleans, the 
location of one of four 
Kaiser reduction plants in 
the United States. 
The White Pass and 
Yukon Route has indicated 
it can handle the Yukon 
~ lant's transportation needs y adding three extra trains 
a week to haul coke and 
alumina 110 miles by 
narrow-gauge track to port 
at Skagway, Alaska. 
Steve Hutehcraft, vice- 
president of Kaiser's raw 
materials division, said 
there still are more reasons 
"We came to. 'the 
territory's population first 
for a reaction," said Dick 
Spees, Kaiser's director of 
public affairs• "If the people 
don't want us in Whitehorse 
there is no reason to con- 
tinue." " 
The next step for Kaiser is 
to hold ex'tensive 
discussions with Northern 
Canada Power Commission 
(NCPC) and the federal, 
territorial and municipal 
governments. 
Officials said a final 
decision must be made 
within 18 months if the plant 
is to be in production in 
seven years. 'Planning 
would take three years and 
construction four. 
Kaiser needs 6.5 kilowatt 
hours of power for every 
pound of product i  produces 
and has indicated itwants to 
sign a long-term contract 
with NCPC, "a Crown cor- 
poration, to purchase power 
at two cents a kilowatt hour. 
Kaiser's initial needs are for 
300 megawatts of unin- 
terrupted ,power--it would 
cost $15 million to restart 
the 24-hour-a-day operation 
after a shutdown. 
ti~:ipated capacity. . 
Ran Granger, president ol
the Yukon Chamber ol 
Mines, said the mining 
industry needs stabilization 
in hydro and rail prices ... 
"otherwise mining will be in 
trouble by mid-1980." 
Ed  Boobyer, Kaiser's 
technical adviser; said the 
proposed Whitehorse lant • P 
m environmentally sound. 
"No other plant in the world 
matches its efficiency or is 
as advanced incleanliness." 
Boobyer said sulphur 
dioxide emissions would be 
m' % mlmal. Dust, debris, 
fluoride and fumes would be 
trapped in hooded cells and 
recycled. There would be no 
detectable 'odors or visible 
impact on air or the com- 
munity from the plant's 
electrolytic process. Kaiser 
would provide its own 
sewage treatment facility tp. 
purify water for disposal 
into the area 's  water 
system• 
It takes two pounds of alu- 
mina, a white powder inter- 
mediary product which 
comes from four pound~ of 
b~uxite ore, to produce a 
pound of aluminum. 
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Red just a crybaby, says Powschuk 
a recent game between the 
two clubs. 
P0wschuk claims the 
incidents which L'Es~range 
objected to in a letter to 
Bulkley Valley Baseball 
League president Bob 
Kester were accidental. 
However, • he told the 
Herald, "I did shove 
By DAVID HAMILTON 
: Herald Sport~ Editor 
Moricetown Cubs' first 
baseman John Powsehuk 
says Terrace Red's 
r Red L'Estrange is
ing a crybaby ~by 
compla in ing  about  
roughness, dr|nking and 
unsportsmanlike conduct in 
McTear stuns 
track world 
217 feet six inches. Wiikins 
had a throw of 216-5. 
Francie Larrieu,Lutz won 
the women's 1,500-metre 
event in 4:14.2, second 
fastest time in the world this 
year. Vancouver's Debbie 
Scott placed second in 
•4:17.7. 
In the men's 1,500, Ray 
Flynn of Ireland won in 
3:40.9 followed by Paul 
Craig of Toronto, a student 
at University of Texas, in 
3~42.4. 
Jeanne McLeod of 
Toronto was third in the 
women's 100-metre hurdles 
in 14 .O8. Pattie Van 
Wolvelaere of the United 
States wound up first in 
13.40. 
Pat Fogertyof Otterburn, 
Que., placed third in the 110- 
metre hurdles with a 
clocking of 14.06, •well 
behind the winner James 
Owens of the U.S. 
In the women's 400, Joyce 
Yakubowich of Victoria was 
fourth in 54.3. Lorns Forde 
of the U.S. was first in 52.4. 
Marjorie Bailey of 
Vancouver was third in the 
women's 200-metre event in 
24.19. Andrea Lynch of 
Britain was first in 23.64. 
NORWALK, Calif. (AP) 
--Houston McTsar, kept out 
of the Olympics by an in- 
Jury, stunned one of the 
finest 100-metre-dash fields 
ever assembled Monday 
with a victory in the 
Muhammad All invitational 
track • meet. 
• The 20-year-old from 
Baker, Fla., was clocked in 
10.14 seconds over the dirt 
track at Cerritos College as 
he used his blazing start to 
away from Olympic 
~hampion Hasely Crawfora, 
Steve Williams, Don 
Qnarrie and James Jilkes. 
: Crawford, the Tnnidad 
t~r who won the Olympic 
d medal with a fast 
nigh, again made a rush in 
tl~ last strides but i'inlshed 
second with 10.22. Williams 
was third at 10.32. 
The winning time was the 
fastest in the world this year 
and one of the top 20 ever 
recorded, even though it 
was acoomplished on a dirt 
track considered not very 
good for sprinting. 
~Tne meet, which has a 
threeyear television con- 
tract, opened w~en John 
Powell upset Mac Wilkins, 
olympic gold medailist, in 
the discus with a threw of 
Ron, the wall , 
and a few cars. 
it. Herb QuEst ran into a bit 
of trouble during the races, 
but nothing Herb felt all day 
will compare the feeling he 
hE'd ~'~vhen"~Stan '' McKay 
announced that there.was a 
claim against his car. Poor 
Herb, he was speechless 
until Stan told him it was 
' just a joke. It's a good thing 
you can run fast, Stan. 
We are looking forward to 
our races in June 5, as the 
rumours are good. We are 
expecting a lot more cars. 
Drivers we have a meeting, 
June 2, at the SandMan. 
Don't forget. 
We also had a lot of 
Powder Puff girls on the 
weekend. It's nice to see all 
L'Estrange and tell him to 
mind his own business. He 
came running at me shaking 
his fist and yelling, so l  
shoved him back." 
The first incident hap- 
pened when Powschuk 
knocked over the Bed's 
second baseman Garry 
L'Estrange while trying to 
steal second. Powschuck 
overran the bag and was runner lowered his shoulder 
tagged out. He said he was as he neared the bag so I 
interfered with by shortstop just stood my ground.. He 
Gary Paulson but he felt i t  fell, I didn't." 
would do no good to argue. In the final collision with 
Dave Hamilton, wh ich  
The second time was when resulted in the shoving 
Bed's Lorrie Arnold-Smith match between Powschucl~ 
was running to first, and L'Estrange, the Cubs 
Powschuck said, '"J~.e first first baseman claims in- 
incident on first base the noeence 
Sports 
• "The thrsw came from 
Bernie (Morricetown cat- 
cher) right over the run- 
uer's head. The ball and 
runner arrived almost 
simultaneously, I had no 
time to move. I even told 
him that I was sorry," he 
explained. 
Powschuck also feels that 
• We have just completed 2 
glorious days of racing. 
Sunday we had a great 
number of cars, but as the 
'wore~on we miso ha~ a 
W~nlac~number of accidents. 
the crowd loved. Ron 
Kin[[ no.ll, had a real 
crasher on no.4 corner, just 
Ron, the wall and a tow 
ears •Ron and his crew work 
until midnight Sunday only 
to start bright and early 
Monday morning so that he 
could be ready for the races, 
he was a little late but he 
made it. That's the spirit 
Ron. 
Tom Sheasby and Dennis 
Williams no.17, made the 
races with their new car, 
manager, Red L'Estrange 
owes an apology to the two 
Morricetown CUbs for the 
/'emarks made in his letter 
• and a newspaper story. 
" He also wanted to make.it 
clear that the CUbs are a 
serious ball team this year. 
. "I feel we have a good 
team this year and will be 
able to supply the league 
with some good competition. 
Our players have aJ~o been 
instructed not to drink 
before or during games. 
What happened in Terrace 
was unfortunate, our 
scorekeeper was drinking in 
the dugout, and he only had 
one beer." 
No sus.pens/ons, 
no pohce: Kester 
- -  Bulidey Valley Baseball baseball because he "has to anyone," he maintained. t League president Bob compete withsoftball." He said that ffTerrace 
Kester said Monday he vnll In the letter he sent to wanted to improve the 
not suspend Moricetown .Kester, ~e .Rod's manager calibre of baseball in the a g ,  _o[n  . .,,o asge(l ror po,,ce league ,t should have sent at Forego s t i l l  Powschukfora l legedun.  protection at all ~uture least one umpire to the sportsmanlike conduct in a games in Moricetown. officiating clinic held in 
• game two weeks ago in This request, the president Smithers on the weekend. 
Terrace. .said was absurd. "We had 21 umpires from t 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  and Buckland Farm!s Full • times and has been worse Kester said he warned "Whatam I going to do; around the league, but none 
Foregoclesed with a mighty Out paid $5.40. than fourth on~y six times. Powschuk after receiving a phone up the RCMP and ask from Terrace. We were a 
rush Monday to win the The victory was Forego's Forego's 1977 stakes debut letter of complaint from [or a police escort to and little disappointed," said 
$114,500 Metropolitan 23rd in a stakes race and in was greeted by a return of Terrace Red's manager Red from the game?" he asked. Kester. 
Handicap at Belmont Park. 33 races beginning with his mutuel employees who L'Estrange and added he - Kester said that while The league president 
It was another impressive first stakes win on Nov. 24, endeci, a 10.day-old strike by would suspend him ff sub- there is drinking in the emphasized that in his 
victory for the seven-year- 1973, Forego's record is 23 reaching a tentative ~ent  complaints are stands at Morieetown opinion, the Buikle.y Valley games, it is all in the spirit circuit is no rouguer man 
old gelding who is bidding victories, four seconds, four agreement with the New ' 
for his fourth consecutive thirds and two fourtls. In 50 M'k Racing Association However, he told the of fun. any other in British 
horse-of-theyear honor, starts, Forego has won 31 • earlier Monday. Herald, the eventa which led "No one is out to hurt Columbia. 
With Bill Shoemaker in to an altercation between 
the irons, Forago was far C bree PowschukandL 'Es t range  Foyt' fourth ndy 
hackinthe 12.horse field in ormorant  zes  in the first game of a double- S I header May 22 were not 
thehackstretehas•Barrera ctory serious enough to suspend wort $ 60 000 led the pack into the turn. ~ , /~ / / '~  i * t ' !~  | I h 2 
Then, at the three-eighths [~J ~,I~ lO ~ V V[ the Cubs'. player• "But," saidKester, "ff I • 
pole, Forego ~.egan moving . " were to suspend Powschuk, 
around horses to roars o~ en- ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. threeyear-olds, marks the lwould have te suspend Red INDIAN..APOLIS (AP)-- finished fourth, .won 
couragement from the (AP) -- Cormorant, the end of Garden State Park's as well. From wlmt I heard A.J. Foyvs unpreeeuented .$41,191.60, while Jonnny 
crowd of 45,647. He caught black bay colt that finished 25.day emergency meeting from people who were there, f..om'th victory_ in the In-, ParSons, who fin/shed fifth, 
leader Full Out inside the fourth in the Presknnss, here. The grandstands and it was si~ of one and half a dianapotis ~00-mi~e auto earned $33,169.60. . 
eighth pole. outran For. the Moment in clubhousb of theCherry Hill: dozen of another." race was worth almost Jerry Sneva, Tom's 
• The winner then.drew off the final quarter-mile towin track were destroyed by fire The league president said $360,000 of a record $1.12- younger brother, took home 
toa two-length riumph over the $124,200 Jersey Derby at April 14. L'~Rtran~e ts  trvin~ to million purse. $25,416.60, including an 
Co Host with Full Out the Atlantic City Race  Cormorant came out of produc'es~me publ[cit~for F.oyt, who.drove !nto extra $2;000 as the 19'/7 
another two' lengths hack. Course on Monday. the gate quickly in the victory lane for me first Rookie of the Year. Sueva, 
It's Freczingwas another Iron Constitution, second seven-horse field and was , , , ,  time in ten yearson Sunday, driving in his fh'st chEm.- 
1½ lengths back in fourth to Seattle Slew in the hattling For the Moment by [~A. r /~e  r . took home $157,089.10 from pionshiprace, finished 10th. 
place. Preakness, finished 3½ the the three-quarters pole. v •~ " • the  Indianapolis Motor Gordon Johncoek, leading 
In scoring his fifth win in a lengthsbehind Cormorant. Hey Hey J.P., a longshot, , , ,~ , , I ,AP ,  . .  .... ~%~lway, $95,802 in ac- the race until blowing an 
row and second of the year, Hey Hey J.P. finished third joined the leaders at the [ l l~[~,~ . , Cessory prizes and $6,900 in engine with 16 laps to go, 
Foregodidthemilein1:344- and For the Moment was half-mile mark, where Cor -~ _ . lap prizes for a total of wound up llth and earuea 
morant took the lead for ~I I~'I i re  ~59,791.10. • $45,013.60. 
5 . . . .  Forego, owned by Martha back.f°urth' almost six lengths good. lU t t .~  ~ :He also .won the;/Old-" Defending champion 
Gerry, paid $3, $3.60 and Kentucky-bred Cor- For the Moment, which ~ ;'"_" ' .  smoi)ile:Pace'e;ir and the JohnnyRutherinrd, thefirst 
$3.40 inearnlng $68,640 to morant, owned by Charles briefly challenged Seattle uncer ta in  B0~g-W.arner Trophy. ' one b~t of the race with :a 
raise his bankroll to Berry Jr. and ridden by Slew in the Kentucky Derby, "rue zirsc-pmce prize was blown engine on the llth lap, 
$1,738,857. The. thor- Danny Wright, finished the faded us the field Came into ,~,, ,~ ,~ ,,~,~, , not a record, ho~vever. AI won ~19 471 58 
onghbred . money-winning l~-mile course in 1:50 2-5, the stretch. Iron Cony q.d't~Llr,~IkJ~kZ q.~Jt " ) - -  J~..  TY  . . . . .  ~t0 ¢;n;oh ~a third . . . . .  
list is topped by Kelse, with almost hree seconds'off the stitution moved up on the possible merger betwee v..-.~-- , , - ,  ,, ,.,,oo~d Rookze Janet Guthrie, the 
$1,997,896, and RoundTable; track record• He paid $4.80, inside to nose into second the • World H ckey ,~,, ,~,~.. h-,, ,o~,,,;,,, .... n first woman driver in the 
with $1,749,869. $3 and $2.60. position but never closed to Association and the Na- #'~,~,o~W"~'~o'~'~,~?,'~o'~",'~,~r Indy 500, finished 29th and 
Co Hast, owned by Jack ' The 15th running of the seriously threaten the tional Hockey League. ha ...... e~ 11a NY'/ h~.oalr~n O. took home $16,555.58. 
forced Calgary Cowboys of w©~ ~ . . . . .  ,~., . . . . .  ~, n Dreyfus, returned $12 and $6 Jersey Derby, a race for driving Cormorant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • _ therecord set last year of Eldon Rasmusse , a 
me..wn~ w... po~q~,,e ;u. $1,037,276 .'. • • • . Standard, Alta., native now 
• O~N~lSl0n o  me-warn s la~e . "' " ' : ' " '"'" " "n "n n " " won' advances , .... ,= ,, . . . . . . . .  Tom Sneva, who f in ish,  liv] g ,  I diaoapolis, 
Gott  fr d =o= ....... . _ . ,  o. o,. , . .  , . , , .  
q 
' ~.' ~ ..... . . . . .  '_" Unser took home $66,231.60. Prince George, B.C.. re- 
nounceG 1[ woulo make 
1 W~y Dallenbach, who ceived $17,746. PARIS (AP) -- Brian 
Gottfried of the United 
States overcame France's 
Patrice Dominguez and a 
While the fans on the 
centre court of Roland 
Garros Stadiun roared for 
Dominguez--the* last  
French hope for the title-- 
Gottfried kept his eom- 
they totaled out the old one of you, hope you'll be there 
lastrace day. This car also on June 5. noisy• partisan crowd 
ran into some problems on Jamboree Randy Goodwin Monday toreach to quarter- 
Sunday, namely another car no.~ came out on top in the finals of the French Open posure and won 6-4, 6-1, 7-5. 
so they worked all Sunny 50 lapper Jamboree• tennis championships.. One other American, Stan 
nightandMundaymornmg Congratulations, Randy. B C amateur golfer to get it going• Larry Alger Randy bgoodwin also came 
noA, also did a fair amount out on top of the time trials, • • 
of damage on Sunday, but with a 20.7 on Monday. The takes tourney lead with a lot of hard work, he all time track record holder 
also made the races Mort- Herb Quast was not far 
'day. Bill Perfltt no.13, had behind with 20.9. Herb has 
transmission, problems and held the track record for the GANTON, England (AP) far when he aced the parn- 
_jqst eouldn't make Monday past woyears with a time of r-Vancouver's Jim Nelford, three 157-yard fifth hole. His 
along with no.60 Bob Rip- 20.6. Rand as you can see member of Canada's World opponent, Seotsman Brian 
was not far off. These are Cup team and the national Marchbanks, who had just 
meester. But I'm sure they the two drivers to watch in amateur champion the last put his tee shot two feet 
will be out on June 5. two years, downed M.R. 'from the pin, never re- 
covered from Lemaire's Waters of Britain 6 and 5 
Monday in their firstround 
match at the British 
Amateur golf sham- 
pionship. 
But Patrick Lemaire, the 
French Amateur champion 
from Cannes, produced the 
shock of the tournament so
hole4none and lost 4 and 3. 
Gordon Le' Riche of 
Caughnawaga,  Que., 
dropped his firstround 
match to A. Godillot of 
France, 6 and 5, while 
Canadian L. Molner lost 3 
and 1 to Britain's A.J: 
Webster. 
SEVEN-ERROR INNING 
the next races, June 5, 
sometfdng is bound to 
happen. 
The Terrace Stock Car 
Club would like to thank 
every one who helps every 
Race day, we couldn't do it 
without you. Thanks again. 
Also we would like to ask our 
wrecker driver when he 
plans to start building his 
car. Also it was nice to see 
On sunday we also had a 
new driver, Gary Anweiler. 
Gary bought lan Hickman's 
no,81. Gary was a little too 
eager on Sunday and 
seemed to end up going the 
.wrong way a few times, 
however Monday he seemed 
to' settle down a lot. Good 
luck in the future Gary. 
, Monday's racing was a 
little slower as me drivers 
were a little late. We had a one of last years drivers, out 
few less cars but the drivers for a visit. Nice to see you 
~ut on a good show' re~ar; out there Hank. 
s. The fellows worxen Don't forget Race Day 
hard and long to get thier June 5, and our meeting 
cars going for Monday and I, Thursday, June 2 at the 
know the crowd apprecmcoo Sand • Man. 
' Sunday 
RACING RESULTS 
King, 3. J im Irvlne 
• B Heat  . 
1. Tom Sheasby, 2. Bill Perfltt, 
3. Ken Gorden 
Powder Puff  . 
Beffy Betty Woodcock 
Mechanics 
Shaunce Krulsselbrlnk 
'Jamboree 
Randy Goodwln 
. A. Trophy 
i .  Herb Quasi, 2. AI Rasko, 3. 
Jim Irvlne 
B, Trophy 
I. Tom 5heasby, 2. Bill Pertltt, 
3. Gary Anweller 
A Main 
1. Randy Goodwln, 2. Herb 
Quast, 3. Jim Irvlne 
A Heat 
i, Dave LaFrancols, 2. Ron 
Smith, still was in con- decision by today on 
tention, but a round behind, whether it would remain in 
He volleyed his way through Calory, dishandor move to 
'a  tie-breaker to complete a anomer area. 
6-4, 6-2, 5-7, 7-6 victory over Dennis Marshall, director 
Jiri Hrebec of Czech- of marketing for the team, 
nslo~,akia nd moved into said in an interview the 
the last 16. The match was club's directors have 
halted by darkness Sunday deferred their decision. 
night with the fourth set at 5- Marshall said the NHL 
5. was to conduct meetings in 
America's top-rated hope early June wben a merger 
on these slow clay courts, would be discussed. 
' Harold Solomon, was He said the hockey club 
eliminated. Jose Higueras would refund any season 
of Spain played him at his tickets already purchased, 
own patient baseline-to- but added the directors 
baseline game and won 6-4, recommended • that the 
7-5, 2-6, 6-3. public wait until a,decision 
Ilie Nastase of Romania, m made.r 
the top seed, played his best The club said in Ap_dl that M 
tennis to down Jan Kodes of it would have to sell 4,400 APPLY TODAY TO ALLOW SUFFICIENT 
Czechoslovakia 6-5, 7-5, 6-3. season tickets by May 31 if M TRAIN ING T IME M 
Nastase's form was an the team was to continue to 
ominous ign/or Gottfried, be based here.' By Monday TO: ~ ~ { 3 ~  3~ Tranquillo Rd•~: 
who has to meet him in the 2,162 season tickets had Kamloops, B.C• 
quarter-finals, been sold. ~ot~ tend me your'brochure outlining the H & R Block Fren. M 
chlta Program. I understand there is no obligation on my pert. Half of the quarter-finals' 
lineup is decided--Nastase The Cowboys play their 
home games at the StEm- Name ~ M 
vs. Gottfried and Higaeras pede Corral, the smallest M Address 
vs. Phil Dent of Australia. r ink in major professional 
The remaining places'in the M last eight are due to be hockey. The facility, opened M CIty/Stete/ZlpCod* 
decided today, with Smith in 1950, seats about 6,500 Telephone No. 
p!ay~n~.Guillermo. ^ . . Vilas of .anotherfans withl,500.standing room for ~11 ~ B ,.i,.m;z,,,z,,,,-.ume,z,,-'v-- I I  ~ W 
M 
M 
M 
M 
 
POINT STAN DI NGS 
Randy Goodwln .  173 
Herb Quast - 119 
Brian Turner • 104 
J im Irv lne • 97 
Dave LaFranco ls .  68 
Lar ry  Alger - 6S 
A I  Rasko • 49 
Ron King • 38 
'Norm Stewart - 39 
Tom Sheasby • 34 
lan Hlckman • 27 
Dennis Wil l iams - 21 ' 
Gary Anweller - 10 
Bill Perf l tt  - 4 
Ken Gorden • 3 
Colts blow two 
Mana 'ger  Co l in  
Chasteauneuf  blames Again in the second game, 
it was errors that made the 
difference with Terrace 
committing seven more. 
The losing pitcher in the 
first game was Jim Keller, 
who had to be pulled in the 
fourth. Rob Kawimky was. 
labelled with the second 
loss. 
Rob Fraser and Tom 
Poolus were the winning 
hurlers for Smithers., 
The pair of losses leaves 
the Terrace club with an 
unimpressive 1-5 record for 
the season, but 
Chasteauneuf is confident 
his players will improve. 
"They are young and our 
pitching is a little weak. 
l~ey'll get stronger as they 
gain experience," he said 
Monday. 
Colts face Houston Bees at 
home next Sunday. 
inexperience for the 
Terrace Colts' two losses in 
Smithers Sunday. 
Colts blew a 5~lead in the 
first game to come out on 
the losing end of a 10-8 
contest. 
In the second, tl~ey 
repeated their folly allowing 
the Glaciers to erase a 7-0 
Colts' advantage togo on to 
a 15-8 victory. 
Colts held their 4-0 lead up 
to the fourth inning of the 
first game. At tlmt point, 
first baseman Greg Paulson 
dropped what Clmsteauneuf 
described as "a rountine 
throw". His error was 
followed closely by another, 
when second baseman Willy 
Harvey fumbled a fly ball 
Seven errors later, the 
inning ended with the Colts 
well on their way to defeat. 
Under  New Mar ia  ement  
...~•~.~.~:~.~.~.~.~.~;.*~.:~.~;%`:~..~;~..•~r.~`~%.•~•`~•~•~•~.~•~•~.~.~.~.~.~.~.•.~.~.~.•~.~.•g~;:;:.~;~;~.~;:.~;:.~.:;~....~:~:.:.~.:~%.:.~.~.;5.;.~.~. 
STEVEN-K AUTO REPAIRS 
AND 
M.K.B. AUTO SALVAGE LTD. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiii :i:: " * :;:' 
L*:. :.:, Auto pa/m :., 
:::: - - -  , t  .'F TOTEM TOWINGAND HIAB SERVICE ;.':~! 
!8 Z4HOUn SZ,,vlce " if: 
iii~ ~.SOmeKALUMST:  " aus.~5.61e9 :!ii 
i::: TERRACE. B.C. V8G 2~6 RES. 635.2689 i:~ 
~:;;..%.;.;.........;.~.~%.:.~.~:..~........~;%~;:;%~:.:~:;:;:.:;:;:;:;:;:.:.:.:;:;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~.~;:;~;~;~;~;~.~...~.;.;~;:..:. 
, .•. .%., . , . . .***. ,  . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . .  =========================================================================================================================== 
FREE TELETYPE GOOD UEED CAR B -" 
SERVICE  TRUCK PARTS 
S. K. oB. 
AUTO SALVAGE LTd. 
:7914 S. K,4LUM, I~.RRAO£ S.C. 
KEN 
635.2333 
*************************%*~;*~%~%*•.%*•*•*~*~**~;~**•* *** •~•••. ;~•*~.•~****;P;~*~*.;~;%•~ ;*,.;. ~ , . .  4. 
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Angels can't touch 
22-yr old Eckersley 
~a~gneal:a ~.~! California ig~nn~negS Ownl~;nUn ~a~h~o~in?t :vO.ehria~e; ' ~ou.ghlt an~tt~g 
thThec~sg:~od~ltdn~:~Y2: ;'~e~! :is~d~triG~g Flo;~ ~n~aH~:o(~k~: iarst~hn 
~?r~l'°lsed;:~t;ha~dee~iT~s ' aD~n~ro~e~t~heli}~cdre}~ bth:c:extE~cke~r~feey~sg~2~h 
It was the second no- tars Hebeldthe Marmers hifleas 
hitter in the majors this He fell behind Grich 2-1 over the final 7 2-3 innings 
season. Jim Colborn of and, after Fosse went o the and Monday night's nohitter 
• Kansas City Royals pitched mound for a reassuring gives him a streak of 16 2-3 
the first one May 14 against word, fired two strikes past innings without allowing a 
Texas Rangers. Grich for his 11th strikeout, base hit. 
Jays" best pitcher 
battered for 10 hits 
TORONTO (CP) -- 
Rookie Joe Zdeb delivered a
tie-breaking single in the 
sixth inning and Buck 
Martinez doubled home 
another un to lead Kansas 
City Roya]s to a 4-1 victory 
over Toronto Blue Jays in an 
American League baseball 
game Monday night. 
Royals starter Paul 
Splittorff, 4-4, allowed five 
hits and walked four before 
needing relief help from 
Larry Gura in the eighth 
and Mark Littell in the 
Vuckovich in the ninth, sacrifice. He then went to 
With the score tied 1-1, third on Bob Ballot's bloop 
Amos Otis singled to start single and scored when 
'the Kansas City sixth and shortstop Patsk bobbled 
Garvin walked A! Cowens. Roy Howell's potential 
Garvin picked Cowens off double-play grounder. 
first base but replaced him Bailor andHowell were 
• when he also w~dked John safe on the pls~ and both 
Mayberry. Zdeb followed moved into scoring position 
with a single to score Otis on a double steal, but Run 
and Martinez doubled Fairly grounded out to end 
Mayberry home. the inning. 
The Royals got their Howell was hitless in two 
fourth ran in the eighth official at-hats plus two 
when Zdeb, who was safe walks and saw his hitting 
on a fielder's choice, scored streak end at 15 games. He 
ninth. 
The loser was Jerry 
Garvin, 6-3, who allowed 10" 
hits and struck out one 
before giving way to Pete 
on Fred Patek's double. 
The Blue Jays went ahead 
1:~ in the' third inning when 
Hector Torres singled and 
moved to second on 
Expos sweep, 
two from Mets. 
NEW YORK (AP) --Two- later, Dave Cash and Speier 
run homers by Tony Perez singled and when Dawson's 
in the first game and Andre hit eluded Ed Kranepool in 
Dawson in the nightcap led fight field, all flu'ca runners 
Montreal Expos to 'a scored on the error. . 
National League baseball 
had hit safely in every game 
since being traded to 
Toronto from Texas 
Rangers ~.½ weeks ago. 
The Royals tied it in the 
fourth when Cowens doubled 
off Howell's glove at third to, 
open the inning. With the 
infield shifted around to 
right and shortstop Bailor in 
back of second, Mayberry 
• singled through the vacated 
shortstop osition to score 
Cowens. 
Zdeb was safe on an error 
btoy second baseman Torras 
put runners at f~st and 
second With one out, but 
Garvin got Patek to hit int~ 
a forcaout and Martinez 
popped up to end the inning. 
- "We're very baPW," he out of the dark said Sunday. "lt's not really 
completely strategy. 
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -- players in the doubleheader, "Thepercentnge of luck is tremendous." , , 
San Diego's Mike Ivie breaking the National Smith receives the Royal 
rapped a record-tying five League record of 39. The two Canadian Navy Trophy for 
doilbles as the Padres, in teams used a major league the first boat to round the 
their first day under new record 74 players in the two Swiftsure mark mid-way 
manager Alvin Dark, swept games. , threu~ the race and the 
a National League baseball Relief pitcher Rollie City of Victoria Tr~hy for 
dableheader from San Fingers got his nth and 12th the first boat to finiS. 
eaves of the season, retiring Tom Friedland's Sally 
the only four men in faced in Lightfoot of the Bellingham, 
the two games. Wash., Yacmt Club won the 
Two home runs by Darrell Third Division, while John 
Evans and Lxnn Evetts' Big Sister of the 
best.of-seven playoft series 
with a victory tonight on 
.their home court where they 
have won their4ast 16 in a 
row and are 44-5 on the year. 
Itwas the way the Blazers 
won Sunday's game that has 
got the '76ere thinking. After 
two lacklustre per- 
formancas, they ripped off a 
20-4 burst in the first quarter 
to grab an 18-poinL lead, 
then buried the '76era 
breakdowns. They  got 
control early and we played 
catch-up allday." 
Portland coach Jack 
Francisco Giants 12:-8 and 9- 
8 Monday. 
Ivie tied a' major-league 
record when he dokbled 
twice in the seven-run 
seventh-inning rally that 
carried the Padres to vic- 
tory in the opener. His five 
doubles in the t~vinbill tied a 
National League record 
shared by three other 
players. 
The first baseman was 
fivefor-five in the second 
game, with three doubles 
and three runs batted in, 
after going twofor-five and 
two RBIs in the opener. 
The Padres, who pounded 
okt 28 hi,e--16 of them in the 
MeGlothen'stwo-hittergave Kitsilano Yacht Club was 
San Francisco a 2-1 lead first in the Fourth Division. 
after six innings. But the 
Padres pounded out four Bill Watkins' Jubilee of 
doubles in the inning, in- the Seattle Yacht Club was 
eluding two by Ivie, in first of the boats racing in 
taking an 6-2 lead. 'A' division of the Pacific 
George Hendrick's homer Handicap Racing Fleet. 
and two Giant errors in- 'Winner of 'B' division was 
creased the score to 12-4. Donald Flynn' Outward 
Rookie Jack Clark hit a -Bound of Seattle, while 'C' 
grand slam homer in the division winner was Doub 
bottom for the Giants. Fryer's African Star, also of 
The Giants made three Seattle. 
errors in the opener and five The gusty westepliea on 
second game--used 41 more.in the second game., th e return leg of the 
I 
beneath a 42-point fourth 
quarter. 
"We can't come out 
Tuesday and dig ourselves 
another hole like that," said 
Philadelphia's George 
Ramsay got good produc- 
tion from his reserves, 
particularly Lloyd Neal, 
Dave Twardzik and Corky 
Cathoun. But when Shue 
went to the Philadell~t_a 
bench, he ran into trouble. 
With Steve Mix ap- 
parently still bothered by an 
ankle sprain--he sat out 
most of Monday's workout-- 
and with McGinnls slum- 
ping so badly, the '76ers lack 
depth at forward. 
Yankee bats 
edge Boston 
BOSTON'(AP) " Rnggie 
Jackson and Graig Nettles 
drilled consecutive home 
runs in the second inning 
Monday night, starting New 
York Yankees on their way 
before the Yankees went in 
front to stay with a pair ol 
runs in the fourth. 
With one out, Lou Peniel~ 
tripled off the wall in left. 
centre field and scored on a 
to a 5-4 American Le~.@e sharp grott~d ~i~e to righ! 
baseballvictory over Bostoh by JecksGtE' N~ttles forced 
Red Sox. Jackson, but JimnWynn 
Mike Torrez, 6-3, out- doubled off the left field 
duelled Bill Lee, 2-1, before wall, scoring Nettles. ' 
a Fenway Park crowd of The Yankees made it 5,~ 
35,521. Torrez allowed six with what proved to be the 
hits, includng a solo homer deciding run in the fifth, 
by Carlton Flsk in the Willie Randolphledoffwitt~ 
eighth. However, he had a walk and took third on the 
control problems, walking secondof three singles b~ 
six. ' ht  Mickey Rivers. Randolpl: 
Lee, helped by rig then scored as Thurmar 
fielder Dwight Evans' Munsnn forced Rivers at 
spoctscuhr slidiug catch of second. 
a shallow fly by  Chris 
Chambliss at the start of the 
second, was bombed.one out Run around 
laterby Jackson and Nettles w i th  your  w i fe  
for a 2-1 New York lead. 
doubleheader sweep over 
New York Mets 5-I and 3-2 
Monday. 
Steve Rogers fired a four- 
hitter in the first game and 
Perez hit his sixthhome run 
of the year. In the nightcap, 
Stan Bahnsen, making his 
first appearance for the  
Expos since being acquired 
from Oakland, earned the 
~h~t~ngho inS  " 
In the opener, the Mets 
nicked Rogers for a run in 
the fifth, but the lead lasted 
only until the next inning. 
Chris Speier had one of the 
three hits he had in the 
ame and Perez followed 
th his homer. An inning 
E;st 
W L Pet. GBL 
Baltimore 26 17 .605 --  
New York 26 20 .565 1V= 
Boston 23 21 .523 31/2 
Milwaukee 25 25 .500 41/2 
Cleveland 19 22 .463 6 
Detroit 17 26 .395 9 
Toronto 10 28 .391 91/2 
West 
Minnesota 28 17 .622-  
Chicago 25 19 .568 21/= 
East 
W L Pct. GBL 
Chicago 28 15 .651 ~ 
• Pittsburgh 26 16 .619 1V~ 
St. Louis 27 18 .600 2 
Philadelphia 24 19 .558 4 
Montreal 18 25 .419 10 
New York 15 29 .341 13V= 
West 
Los Angeles 33 14 .702 
Clnclhnatl 21 23 .477 10V=' 
Sali Diego 23 28 .451 12 
San  F ran-  
clsco 20 26 .435 121/2 
In the second game, 
rookie Warren Cromartie 
drove in a first-inning i'un 
with a single and Dawson hit 
homer after Dee Unser 
had reached base on an 
error by second baseman 
Felix Millan in the second. 
Consecutive fifth-inning 
doubles by Kranepool. and 
Mike Vail accounted for the 
.only New York ran off 
Bahnsen, who held New 
York hi,less through the 
first four innings. The Mete 
added another run in the 
eighth on Lee Mazzilli's 
sacrifice fly, but reliever 
Bill Atkinson, the fourth 
Montreal pitcher, shut off 
Four wins Jackson belted his eighth agmn,  
. homer of the season into_~e for Phi/lies fight-ield etands'andNettl= 
followed with his t0th into 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - -  the Boston bullpen in right. 
Tim McCarver's three-run Dar ts  championship ' center, mmTw,amon 
double in the opening inning The Red Sox tied the score ' 
and a fifth-inning home run Branch 13 Royal Canadian Legion president Dave Simons. Benneff took • . ~ , ~ o ~ u ~ ,  
by  Ted Sizemore led 
Philadelphia Phillies to a 6.4 
victory over the Pittsburgh 
Pirates in a National 
League baseball game 
Monday night. 
Lef t -hander  Steve 
Carlton, 7-2, gave up 10 hits 
and went the route as the 
Phillies gained their fourth 
victory in a row and handed 
the Pirates their fourth 
Dart Championship were held last most of the hardware home that ~ m  
Wednesday night. Left to right: Keith evening. He also won a gold metal at SPECIAL AT PRINCE GEORGE 
Grace, Liza Gautheau and Bob Bennett the B.C. Winter Games this season.. 
receive team trophy from legion . Mack Sal s Ltd .  
26 H ITS  i ' 
Mar iners  bombard  Rangers  .- . 
t l k l l~  :.,a~. 
the rally, consecutive l ss. ARLINGTON, Tex. (AP) 
-- Seattle Mariners knocked 
out Texas pitching aces Bert standings 
on Monday night and swept 
American League an American League 
Today's Games baseball doubleheader from Texas 21 21 .500 5t/= 
California 23 23 .500 51/2 
Oakland 22 23 .489 6 
Kansas City 21 23 .4?7 61/2 
Seattle 21 30 .412 10 
Monday Results 
Milwaukee 4-3 Chicago 3.8 
Seattle 7.9 Texas 4.3 
Kansas City 4 Toronto 1 
New York 5 Boston 4 
Cleveland I California 0 
Oakland 6 Detroit 3 
• B~lltlmore 9 Minnesota 7 
NATIONAL LEAGUE 
1 
Houston 19 27 .413 131/2 
Atlanta 17 31 .354 16V= 
Monday Results 
Montreal 5.3 New York 1.2 
St. Louis 14 Chicago 0 
San Diego 12.9 San Francisco 
$.S 
Philadelphia 6 Plffsburgh 4 
Cincinnati 7 Atlanta 3 
Houston 5 Los Angeles 3 
Tonight's Games 
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia N 
California t Cleveland N 
New York at Boston N 
Oakland at Detroit N 
Baltimore at Minnesota N 
Wednesday Games 
Kansas City at Toronto N 
Cleveland at Detroit N 
Boston at Texas N 
New York at Minnemta N 
• Baltimore at Chicago N 
Oakland at SeaHle N 
Montreal at New York N 
Atlanta at Cincinnati N 
Chicago at St. Louis N 
Los Angeles at Houston N 
San Diego at San Francisco 
Wednesday Games 
San Diego at San Francisco 
New York at Montreal N 
Pittsburgh at Philadelphia N 
Atlanta at Cincinnati N 
Chicago at St. Louis N 
Los Angeles at Houston N 
the Rangers 7-4 and 9-3 on a, 
salvo of 26 hits. 
Ruppert Jones lashed a 
bsecu[, two-ran double in 
the seventh inning of the 
opener and Bill Stein and 
Dave Collins homered as 
Blyleven was beaten. Carlos 
Lopez knocked in three runs 
with two homers and a 
double and Stein delivered 
three singles in the night- 
ca  . 
~nrique Romo, 2-3, picked 
up the o~ning-game victory 
in relic|, while John Mon- 
,ague, 4-3, was the winner in 
the nightcap as the ex- 
pansion Mariners ran their 
winning streak to a club 
record five games. 
Blyleven is 4-6 and Perry 
4-5 and the Rangers have 
lost seven of their last 10 
Blyleven allowed six 
and five runs while 
Perry was clipped for 10 hits 
and four runs during the 
double embarrassment. 
Romo was taken to a 
hospital after being hit by a 
line'drive on the left wrist in league record. 
the eighth inning but x-rays Montague lasted six in- 
were negative, nings in the second'game 
Texas had four runners before Diego ~egui relieved 
thrown out by Seattle out- him. Toby Harrah's double 
fielders in the first game, keyed a threcran Texas 
one short of the major- rally in the seventh inning. 
"Z~URMAIV HAD A GOOD VH3RLD 
SERIES AT THE PLA'TE LA57-F'ALL, 
IN A LOSING CAUSE. IN t7S, HE 
BATTED .318 AND HAD 102 R.B.L's, 
POUND!NG OUT 190 BASE HITS,/ 
Two-1977 Mack. Single Axle Tractors 
Model R6851. 
With following specs: 
Wheelbase:169" ,
Eng!ne-237 H.P. MaxJdyne 
Trans..5 speed 
Rear axle-23,000 lb. 
Front axle.1O,500 Ibs. 
Tires, 1000x20 
Special at .... 
1789.Ogiivle St. 
=27:500 
PRINCE GEORGE 
MACK SALES LTD. 
562-3144 
I 
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TERRACE 635.-6357 KITiMAT 632-5706 
68. Legal" • . . • . . . . . . 
-'The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street Sincere thanks to all the- ~ - ~WORKWA 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C hospital staff who gave me the Bulldozing, basement digging,. For sale. Shimko. Electric For Rent July 1. 2 bedroom For Sale; 3 bedroom house Consign your car, truck or 
Phone 635.6357. Terr.ace 
• Phone 632.5706. Kltlmat 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
840.00. Senior Clttzens S20.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$51.00. 
Authorized as second class mail 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage In cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
.classified ads.  
1. Coming Events 
'Weight Watchm;s meeting' held 
eveny Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
lazelle. Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
wi l l  commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be In room 4,' Caledon'(a H gh 
Se~hooI. All brldg~ players are: 
Inv i ted '  to attend. " For 
partnership or information 
~.~ 635.7356, (cff) 
Thornhil l  Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Ledge No. 
1820, Terrace; B.C. Meetln9 
field every 2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635-6641. (cff) 
INCHES AWAY.• 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more information phone 635- 
2847 or635-5023. 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
Phone '" 
• 635-7423 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be tractlng. 
royal treatment on my birthdey landscaplng etc. Backhoe work, 
and for the lovely flowers and " rate-filling, post hole digging. 
gifts. Many thanks to my Phone 
friends and relatives and, 635.6/02 
Terrace Drugs Staff for the (ctf) 
lovely flowers and gifts and for 
making the day so enjoyable. 32. Bicycles,  Motorcycled~ 
Thank.you all again, Annette . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 
Duerr. (p-20) 1975 Honda XR75cc good 
condit ion plus accessories, 
13. Personal Helmut, tools, Maintenance 
books. Asking $400.$,150. Phone. 
To whom it may concern. :l'hls 632.2049, ask for Danny (p.20) 
is to advise that I will net be. Fersole: 1974 Yamaha 650 cc. 
• respenslble for any dam In- Comes with custom and stock 
curred In my name other than pads. $1500. Phon(; 635.3359. 
myown. Wilfred Wayne Nelson. 1968 Honda 450 cc. New palnt, 
(c-2) 
new fires, new battery. Grad 
14. Business Personal shape. 3550. Phone 635.3359. (p- 
20) 
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD."Land. 33. For Sale - Misc.  
scaping, backfil l ing, stump For Sale: one dlam0nd 
removal, clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. H~,ab 17' Flat- engagement and wedcling band 
set. New. ~ Have written ap.: 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer, pralsal. Open to offers. Phone 
Phone 635.3n2. Ask for Wayne.. 638.3703 after S pro. (c-2) 
(etf) __ 
For Sale: Baycrest dlsh. 
Webb Refriaerati0n washer, 15 cubic 'feet Viking 
frldge, no ' freezer com. 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22,. 
Terrace, B.C. 
• Parents 
in Crisis 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
Al l  enquiries a.bsolutely 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John - 635-4419 or. Jane -. 635. 
4607. (ctf) 
4623 SDUCIE 635-2188 
@ 
Aufhorlzed 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers; 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) 
-  R.-FIXIT 
Anywhere, anytime. 
Small motor tune.ups a 
spec!alty. Phone 638.4602 
Evenings_. 635-~65 deys. (._~) 
B&B, & SON 
CEDAR SHAKES 
• Box 571 
or phone 
635-3689 
Terrace, B.C. 
potters wheel; PFAFF sewing 
machine like new;sewing 
coblnet, must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635.7336 
after 4 pm. (c-1) 
Flowering almonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
ornamental trees, shrubs 8,. 
evergreens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY - 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home.'" 
Corner of Halliwell & Kalum' 
Lake Drive in--Terrace,'Oper~ 
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Men. fo Sat.,J 
Closed Sundays. 635.2603. 
Spot Cash for-Us-~ I=urniture, 
Antiques, all useable Items. 
The Furniture Stall 
apartment in 4 plex on trailer. Let a professional sell it 
Hauglend. Frldga and stove, lV~ for you. 
baths. Reference requlred. CopperMeuntein 
Phone 635.5213. (ctf) Enterprises Ltd. 
63S.4373 
DL 00605A ctf For Rent: 3.bedroom basement suite. 4811 Pohle. 
Frldga and stove and dining 
table Included. Separate en- 
trance. Availablb June 1. Phone 
635.3292. (p.1) 
I I I  
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Court '  
Apartments. Office No. 
i 2-4611 Scott. One, two and three bedroom' 
apartments. 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Uttte Avenue 
,634;.3202 . :Sleeping rooms, housekeeplnr. 
1 set of Yamaha Drums, units, centrally located. Fully 
asking $200.00. Phone 638.1,164 furnished. Reasonable rates b) 
before 5:30 pro. after 5:30 phone day or week. Non-drinkers only 
635-3615. (p-2) Phone 635-6611., (cff) 
37. Pets 
with utility room. Fenced and 
landscaped with garden plot. 
'Low taxes, near school. Priced 
to sell, $26,500. Phone 63S.280& 
(p-4) 
4 bedroom, home on qulet 
street near schools. 
Livlngroom, dining and kitchen, 
2 baths, famllyrcom, carport, 
landscaped fenced.yard end 
storc~ge shed. 635.3896. (p. 
18,20,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16) 
Qulst country llvlng In town. 
Solld 2 bedroom house On well 
t.rced one acre lot. Low taxes, 
excellent garden soil. Priced 
low, owner anxious to move. 
Phone 635.7586. (p-18,1S,18) 
I I 
• • FOR SALE 
S bedroom family home on two 
and one.third acres. Barn end 
Small panabede. Garden. P!M~ 
view at 4213 Sllarki' St. 
or ~ooe 
635-~20 
after S p.m. 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. - 
Class A Electrical Con. 
Free Estimates. 
I 
3bedroom Row Housing S~ites. 51.  Business Locati.ons 
For Rent: Ground •floor• corn 
merclal or office sp&~. ,~t 
Lakelse. Ph0ne 638.4928. (ctf)' 
Phone 635.$S76nr 63B.1231; ~ (elf1 
Will remove old cars from 
yards for dispasel. Reasonable 
rate. 'Contact Dingle dan's, 
Towing. 635-2948. (p.20) 
Now Open 
ANDRE'S 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 
R.V. Parts & Auto 
Parts. Auto repairs. 
American and Impor! 
partment. Phone 635-6463. 
2O) 
BARGAINS BARGAINS 
BARGAINS 
One 1966 School bus 36' 
passenger, $2,500; One 19ff boat 
with V.W. Inboard outboard, 
$3,500; Go Jo Bush Buggy'and 
Iff(e.new Sklroule for S1000, or 
$600 each;  One " 1970 In. 
ternatlonet Smut with blade, 
S2,S00; Tent trailer, ~,00. 
For any or all of the ebeve 
contact Don. Days 635.2500 or 
Nights 635.6937. 
SELLING 
Hay - -S t raw 
Western & 
English Tack 
Grooming Equipment 
635-5617 
For sale GE' Heavy. Duty 
Washer & Dryer. Excellent 
condition. Phone 632.7432'. (p" 
2O) 
For sale:'1 Saddle and I floor 
polisher. Phone 635.7387. (o20) 
~l~or some realbargains In used 
women's and children's 
• clothing, household Items and 
toys see the selection at the. 
Kitlmat Workshop at ~0 ~ W. 
Columbla St• at Rlverledge. 
.Open 9 to 4 week, 
days...donatlons welcomed. 
(cft) 
n. • ~ . Full basement, 1V~ baths, half 
" .' "; Pets f.or Sal.q: 1 raglste-r'ed ~" '  '~o.ck i.from Schools;.: S minute 
• '. '  Arabian. mar~ 4:years bid, l S~ :~alk from town. Sultabl~ for 
hands high, chestnut colour, In families. S250 per month. 6- 
training at present for English 
and Western riding. 
I year old, x/e Appaloosa filly, 
nice disposition, reasonable: 
price to good home. Phone 635. 
5688. (p-l) 
38 Wanted - Misc. 
Wanted to buy; iackp!ne logs. 
Phone 635.26O3. (cff) 
Wanted to boy; a back seat 
for a ilmmy and a motorcycle 
trailer. Phohe 635.3464. (p.20) 
39. Boats & Engines 
month lease. Apply Suite 108 -.. 
,a530 Scott. (cff)~ 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Welsh  Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-70.56 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, wlth~ 
security enterphone and 
elevator. Absolutely no pets. 
(ctf) . . . . . . .  
I 
"For Sale: 17' Lund boat. N~r~ Suite for rent. • Semi: 
cruiser. • Inboard.outboard, 1 furnished, Close to town. 
year old. ~2 hours. Call 635.6636. Available Immediately. Phone 
.(CffL ..... 63.5-7,26 ! or633.731e. (p~2) .:, 
~* *~Fc~P ~mie: one'14 ft ~;un'al~ut; For rent; 3 bedroom fourplex 
one 16 ft run about, both with 
. a t  2304 Pear Street; Has 
trailers, and canopy to fit crew basement and wall to wall 
mb pick.up. Phone 635-5572 or 
carpeting throughout. Phone 
635-3032. ; 635-5941. (p-l) 
95 HP Mercury Outboard In 
excellent condition. Will trade 
for smaller motor (50 HP) In 
like condition. Phone 638-8131 or' 
638-1356.. (10-19,20) 
For sale; 14' fiberglass beat 
with trailer 45 HP Chrysler 
outboard. For further In .~ 
formation call 635.4708 after 5 
pm. (p.e) 
For sale 1974 Evenrude 70 HP 
1 year on new block. Many 
extras. Good condition. Phone 
632-7 1. !p:20! 
For sale 29"" wood and 
fiberglass riverboat and 24' 
¢lverbeet and trailer and'motor 
with let. Phone 638.3265.. (p.3) 
2 bedroom suite for rent. 
Frldga, stove and heat Included. 
No pets. $175.00 per month. 
Phone 635.3216. (c-20) 
I "1 
01int0n Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished studh 
or 1 bedroom apartments 
Security enterphone. Phone ' 
• OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE ' 
"1800 sq. ft. downtown Teriace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635-4636: 
~V, ana~er 
I 
1973 Ford Courier w.camper, 
22,000 miles, frldge, •stove, 
furnace, and camperJacks. Will 
sell camper only or,beth. Phone 
627.1632, Prince Rupert. (p. 
20,1,2,3,4,5) 
1976 Camaro "L.T. Ralley 
Sport. Race equipped. Must 
eel !. Phone 635.4297 after 6 pro.. 
1974. Bobcat. Standard tran: 
emission, radial tires. $2,~00: 
Phone 635-3178 after 6 p.m. 197~ 
.Arctic Cat 400. Has seen ver~ 
Ilftle use. SilO0. (eft). 
1968 International Smut 8oo, 2 
'wheel drive. 49"18 Scott Avenue. 
Phone 635.2052. (p-l) 
For Sale;" 1972 Ford Gallxle 
500, PB, PS, 49,000 mlles. Best 
~ offer. Phone tL15-~7Oandask for • 
Brian. (p-3) 
For ~;ale: 1970 Mavrlck 
Grabber'. P5.-34,000 .miles. 
" 1,600.0~i~rm. Phone ~1~.6816. * 
(O3) 
For Sale; 1973 Datsun 1200. 
37,050 miles. Asking S1,100. 
Phone; 638.146,1 before 5:30 pm. 
After 5:30. 635.3615. (I)-4) 
1971 Vega. 3 speed standard. 
47,000 miles. S1100. Phone 635- 
3433. (p-20) 
1974 GMC Van, PS, PB 350. 
52. Wanted to Rent Call 635.2591 after 6 (p-2) 
'~ . . . . .  .J 1972 Internattonal TraveI.AI, 
- 'Naturalist requires cabin excellent condlt!on, AC, PB, PS,. 
near park for summer. Phone AM.FM, radials; will accept" 
(604) 650.5850 collect or write anyrsosonabteoffer. Must sell. 
31strict Superintendant, Phone 635.2485 after 6. (c-3) 
,-akelse Lake Provincial Park.' 
(o2) For Sale; 69 Nova, 2 door; 66 
Doge Tandem Dumptruck; 74 
5~prope.r ty~ for  Sa le ;~ i Estate Mobile Home; Offers.' 
Big game guiding area in the Phone ~5.2988. (p-20) 
Skeena. Watershed for sale or 
trade In property. Interested 
parties write to this paper, c-o 
Box 1157, Terrace, B .C .  (p. 
~n '~ ¢ :R . ln l  
56. Business Opportunit~ 
For Sale: Older rental unlt.to~ 
sale, Four 2 bedroom su, ltes.; 
Good location. Priced to sollJ 
.Phone 6.35.9471. (stf) 
57. Automobiles 
1968 Triumph' - GT6. 
Reasonable mlleaga, excellent 
BR IT ISH COLUMGIA  
HYDRO 
AND POWER AUTHORITY 
Invites tenders for -upply and 
delivery of appr0xlr~etely 700 
cubic yards of Crushed Rock 
surfacing for eke,me Sub. 
station, Terrace, B.C. 
Reference No. Q7-'*S47 
Closing Date: 29 June, 1977 
Sealed tenders clearly 
marked as above.referenced 
will be received in Room 1026, 
B.C. Hydro and Power 
Authority Building, 970 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, 8.C. V6Z 
1Y3 until 11: 00 AM Ioc ~1 time, 29 
June 1977. 
Details may be obtained from 
the office of the P~rchaslng 
Agent, 10th Floor, 979 Burrard 
Street, Vancouver, 3.C. V6Z 
1Y3, telephone ~t3.25~7 end 663- 
2560. (c.20) 
DEPARTMENTOF 
PUBLIC WORKS 
NOTICE 
SEALEDTENDERS, marked. 
Grounds Maintenance - 
Skeonavlew Lodge, Terrace, 
B.C. for Maintenance of lawns 
and flower beds according to 
specifications at Skeanavlew 
Lodge, 4011 Sparks Street, 
Terrace, B.C. will be accepted 
by the Honourable the Mlnleter, 
Department of Public Works, 
4827 Kelth Avenue, Terrace 
B.C. up to 2 p.m., Friday, June 
10, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Mlnlsh f of High- 
ways and Public Works, 4027 
Keith Avenue, Terrace B.C. on 
and after May 30; 1977. 
The lowest or any tonderwill 
not necessarily be accepted. 
for Minlstqr of Public Works. 
Parliament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C. 
(c.1) 
(Ag)  - -  There  ~,ere 26 
1972 Datsun 510. New tires, women among the 58 
• paint, with radio and tape deck. ']~'Lunan Sc]lo]ar8 reeenUy 
39,000 miles. Excellent con- selected after a sixmonth 
dltlonthroughout. Asking $1750. nat ional  co l legiate com- 
Phone638.13.~. (p-3) petition. Applicants, in 
For Sale 1972 Datsun station addition to being out- 
wagon. 47,000 miles. Mag standing students,  must  
wheels. Good tires. S1200. Phone plan to go into government 
635.4059. (c-3) service at either acity, state 
or federal level. 
58. Mobile Homes 
Building a home, must sell 
beautlful 12x68 Safeway Manor. 
Only $9,500 .or wlll conslder 
trade for 4.wheel drlve. Phone 
635.2715. (p.20) 
"For Sale: 1978 12x68 Lemonte 
moblle home. Furnlshed or 
unfurnlshed. Phone 635.5817." 
(___~.) . . . . . . . . .  FJmesu. 
For sale 12x68 Atco Velmont NEW YORK (AP) - -  A 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
,1449. 
Meeting - -  Terrace .B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge), First and Third 
Thursday ~ of month. O.O;R.P. 
(ladles, of the Royal Purple) - 
Second ~nd• Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
~'Trensters. Plates - Sales Tax. 
~See Wlghtman & Smith - 
AUTOPLAN .agent. 4611 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open 
Saturday. (cfff) 
Thornhlll Community Club 
had scheduled a garage sale for 
June 26; It has been cancelled 
until further notice. (c-19) 
The Thornhlll Community 
Club IS hoidlng a meeting on 
Wed~i June let In the hall at 7:30 
p m .  ~ • , ,  
All Interested please attend. 
These meetings are for 
everyone, not Just members. 
See you there. (c.19) 
Cars. 
3026 Hwy. 16 East 
Phone 638.1710 
(~,ol(Jen Rule: Odd Jobs for the 
iobless. Phone 635.,1535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
'11 I I  
GENERAL 
. CARPENTRY 
Low Rates 
No lob 1oo big or small, free 
estimates on remodelling, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635.4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. (ctf)~ 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeretlve Contracting ano 
household repairs.~'Phone 635. 
5676 or 638.1231. (cff) 
For Sale: I metal sh~l 6xe', 
new, not used. Not assembled. 
$15.00 
I contlnal klt for 1975-77 Ford 
Grenada; compl(~te accessorles 
Included, or put on your van. 
S200.00. 
Phone 635.2002 and ask for 
Jlme. • (p.1) 
Private Sale; GIIden paint 
$6.50 per gel, stereo Speakers, 
$2.00; radios and parts, cream 
superstar, buffets, wash stand, 
milk bottles, glass insulators, 
mlour T.V., old chair, copper 
boiler, broad axe. Phone 635. 
7824. 3972 Doble St. (o3) 
2 wood cook stoves for sole. 
Phone 638.2485 after 6 pro. (c.3) 
For sale; one stove. Grad 
condition. Phone 635.5368. (cff) 
For sale 14' fiberglass canoe. 
'Call 635.9723 after 5 pm. (p-l) 
43. Rooms for Rent 
Available June 1st. Room In 
shared Thornhlll duplex. 
Spacious, pleasant surroun- 
dings, $70 per month. Phone 
Mike 638.1116 (days). Bill 635- 
4232 (evenings). (I)-20) 
47. Homes for Rent 
19. Help Wanted , .  ;.Fob'Sale: spruc~ iogs su~;;'l~ 
' TAXI DRIVERS 'T-O.r I.°g.hoYSeS'.635"2503" '!.~)] 
Full time, part time. Class 4 F~or Sale: NCR Cash Rag t r : -~se  ,6i 
Iicence and police perr~it For Rent; 1 bdrm furnished 
required. Contact m~enaqer, department total, recon.! house In Thornhill. Phone 635. 
Terrace Taxi - 638-2242 (ctf  dltioned,.,very rellable "type'of, 5775, or 635.5874. (p-20) 
• " ' " machine. Wlnderlend G~neral~ 
Store, 32i0 KotumSt.,Terrece;~ For rent/ large furnished 
~ k15.4836, ctf .. cabin at lakelse Lake. Phone 
635.4384 after 6 pm. (c- 
R For Sale; 4 G60 15" tires on 19,3,8,13,16) 
E A LT Y LTD. our chrome reverse rims. Also 
I~  D ~ J  he." 632.6!8s-Phone 632 6185 ! d8.1651°fa and ftermatchlng6 pm.ChaIr'(I).20)Phone 
: :, For' Rent; ~lune ien'. ,w ,  
bedroom A Frame with frldge 
and stove, washer end dryer. 
Fireplace. Phone 638.1689. (p. 
18,20) 
638-1032 
or 
636-4321 
49. Homes for Sale 
~'amily hbme on one acre on' 
Bench I~sts  1800 sq. ft. of 
comfort~Dle living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
~pur offer. 638.1790. ctf 
For sale 15()0 sq. ft. 3 bedroom 
home, enclosed garage, family 
room, landscaped and out 
buildings. Phone to v iew. '635. 
9050 after 5 pm (p.3) 
~lder 1200 sq. f t :  split-level, • 3 
Ixlrm. home for sale. Nelson' 
.J~oad, New Remo. Needs rain.or 
repairs. Ideal starter hdme.~ 
Owner eager to sell. )V~ke an 1 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
home on trade. Call 112.562.~' 
or 635.7353 to view. (cff)' 
For sale, three bedroom 
house with fireplace. Excellent. 
Iocatlori, beautifully land. 
smped, large fenced backyard, 
garden area. Priced to sell In 
30's. Phone 635.,102.1. (p-3) 
Family home on one acre • on 
bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of., 
comfortable living. 9 bedrooms, 
condition. Phone 847.9127. (p-2) 
For Sale: 1974 Plymouth 
Duster. 2 dr. Hard top. Good, 
shape. 
1974 N.G.B. sportscar. Ta,000 
miles. Good rendition. 
1973 12x68 Diplomat mobile 
home. On large Iotin Thornhlll. 
Bids and Inquiries may.. be '  
forwarded to the Bank of Nova 
Smtla, Terrace (c-8) 
1974 
Malibu Classle 
Excellent mnd!flon. 50,000 
miles. Radial tires, P.S. full" 
• wheel 1 covers, cleble head 
ll0hte. 
Phone 
635.9582 
(ctf) 
1973 ¢1973 Ford crew cab. i=ord 
3 ton pick.up; 1970 Ford f.100, 
1972 Datsun pick.up. Call 635. 
6636 or view at 26O9 skeena St. 
(ctf) 
74 Blazer 4 sp. 4x4, P.S., P.B. 
A-! running erda. Phone 638. 
1733. (p-2) ' 
'1969 V.W. Beetle; new paint; 
for sale for cash; Phone 635.6850 
anytime. (p.3) 
74 Datsun 260.z, mngs, stereo.. 
74 Ford Courier, new motor. 
36 GWYN STREET t 49 WREN SlREET 
One and a half storey home 
with carport. Furnished suite 
upstairs has a nice bright 
kitchen built In the dormer. 
Larg? back yard backs mto 
playground. Frldga and stove 
Included up and down. 
$3e,~00,oo 
DROP IN FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 CITY CEHTRE, KITIMAT, B,C, 
H,J, (Herb) Johnston 632-2015 
D.R. (Dave) Barclay 632-3668 
:K.D. (Kay) Schealey 6324692 
R.E. (Ed)' S¢aife 632,,6092~ 
, .  I I ' I 
Seven year old three bedroom, 
home, backing onto park and 
playground. Large living 
roBm with fireplace. 
Basement partly finished 
852,003.00 
mobile Home. Phone 635-9046 
after 4 pm. (c.2) 
For sale: Hard Top tent 
trailer. Fully equlped, and • 
cemperette for a V= or ~, ton 
pick.up. Phone 63S.3604. (P. 
"17,18,20,1 ) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
"-1975 Lionel Hardtop Te'nt' 
Trailer. Stove, Icebox, .war. 
drobe, Sleeps 6. New condition, 
4918 ScottAve, 635.2052. (p-l) 
For Sale; 10 ft Custom bullt 
camper. Sleeps tour. Propane 
and electric frldge. Three 
burner propane stove and oven 
end toilet. Phone 635.5413. (p.2) 
68. Legal 
...... hiO'fii~S GF . . . . .  
SALE OF 
MOTOR VEHICLE 
Pursuant to 
Mechanic's Lien Act 
WHEREAS Douglas Shanels 
Is Indebted to the undersigned In 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. 
(AP) -- The first known 
Father's ,Day card was 
written in Babylon about 
2,000 BC, repor'~ Hallmark 
historian Sally Hopkins. The 
card was in the form of a 
clay tablet that asked the 
gods to grant good health 
and long life to the father of 
an individual named 
paper towel i8 the secret to 
keeping salad gree~s crisp 
and fresh longer. To 
discourage sogginess or rust 
formation, put a sheet of 
paper toweling in the plastic 
bags in which greens are 
stored in the refrigerator 
crisper drawer. 
Johnson 
Outboard Meton 
parts "rr'J~l a h rl ~- On 
and ~,~ 
service 
available 
at 
Terrne Equipment 
Sales Ltd, 
4539 Grelg Avenue 
4252. (p-20) 
thesum of $696.30 for w~rk done 
For rent; Large attractive 3 2 bathrooms, rec room, Moving, must sell. Phone 635. and materials supplied In the Terrace 
bedroom *unfurnished duplex, f i rep lace ,  landscap ing; ,  9050 after S pm. (p-3)" repair of a 1973 Ford Pickup, 
For Sale: Complete set of 1250 sq. ft. living area. With workshop and much more. Try 
serial no. F10GRQe2685, Ilcence Ifles plus shot gun, Including garage and storage room. In your offer. 638.1790. (cff) T~RIR~'  ~ 
hells, end gun rack. town, 4644 Davis. Avallabe 1971 Volkswagen Camper no. 3816AN and the said sum 
• Van, carpets, new fires, and ought to have been paid; and 
1.Marllnmodo1448magwlth June15. $350 per month. Phone Four room summer cabin on shocks. Low mileage, very default has been made In the ~01~IZ~MEI?  
cope. 635.2676. (p.19,3) leased let on west side of clean. Excellent' r, ondltlon, payment thereof, not ice Is 
2 .22  long rifle ruger semi• lakelse Lake. 200.1 lake iron. Mustsell. Phone632.4477efter5 hereby given that on Tuesday ~ ~ S  
lute Including scope. ' Four bedroom executive toga, road access. Phone 635. pm. 
Ullllll 
m 'For  Sale: 1976 Okanagan 
Camper and 1974 Chev P.U with 
484 CID engine. "must be sold 
as one unit." Reduced for qu!ck 
sale. Very clean & well looked 
after. Can be viewed at 2801 
cramer St. after 6 pm..(ctf) 
1971 Volkswagen Camper- 
Van, carpets, new tires and 
shocks, low mileage, very 
clean, excellent condition, must 
sell. Phone 632.4477 after 5 pro. 
(p.1) 
next, the 14th of June, 1977 at 
3:00 In the afternoon, a date not 
less than two weeks after the 
date of publlmtlon of thls notice 
at 3010C Kalum Street, In the 
city of Terrace, British 
Columbia, the said motor 
vehicle will be sold by J.V.N. 
Enterprises Inc. 
DATEO this 31st day of May, 
1977. 
John Van Nlederhnusern 
J.V.N. Enterpr see Inc. 
John's Car Clinic 
(c.20,S) 
O,~t~ No. 01'~9A. 'L~,,]~RJ 
635-&384 Tu.. 
- - '  ' I I  
3 . 243 winchester Ithlca 
nodal LSAS5 with scope. 
4 .  8 mm Glbe"hendcirafted 
vlth veritable. Powerful scope. 
ncludes hand loaded shells. 
5 .  Ithica model XL900. 20 
luage s~of gun; 3" chamber. 
Complete eat for $1,960. 
:ontact Copper Mountain 
.:nterprlses to view.. Phone 635. 
373. (o19s3) 
For Sale: Washer spin dryer 
nd small portable dryer. Call 
35.2591 after 6 pm. (p.2) 
home for rent. Located on quiet 
street near hospital. For In, 
formation phone 962.6662 In 
Prince George. (o19,21,1,3,4,S) 
For rent; Furnished, small 
older type 2 bedroom home. 
Drive by 4514 Lezelle Ave to 
view (next to Clinton Manor) 
phone 635.2680. (ctf) 
For Rent: furnished one 
bedi'eem cabin for working 
person. May be viewed at 3030 
Pine Avenue; (p.2) 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 moblle home: and 12x56~ 
complete eddltlon ci)n:talnlng 3.. 
bdrms., flrep~aco & wall to wall ~ 
carpet on V2 &cre on school bud 
run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken ho'us~ 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to. 
all reasonable offers. Call 635. 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
weekends.. (stf) 
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QUEBEC ASSERTS CONTROL OF IMMIGRATION 
Dief attacks Ottawa's "balkanizing', plans 
federal government can River) attacked .Cullen for with a report by Septernbe{. doubts many other O~TAWA" (CP) -- would lead to one province Cullen defended the in accordance with the make immigration laws for holding "un i la tera l  The officials would provinces ale as interested Former prime minister ruling "that we do not want federal stand In th  Com- facts." " 
John Diefenbaker has French people migraling mona, streesing that any Cu l len  repeated ly  all orany of the provinces, negotiat/ens" with Quebec represent the immigration as Quebec in "getting in- 
denounced the federal into our prownce, we do not agreement with Quebec will stressed that the basis of Cullen interprets this with consulting the other department, he federal- v01ved to that extent.,~.~ 
government's plan to give want any English people contain a "common federal-provincial power section to mean "there is a nine provincial govern- provincial relations office, The two main opt/ons 
.Quebec more power over migrating into another denominator so that an sharing on immigration lies very clear provision for co- merits or Parliament. the privy council office and Cullen identified as under 
Immigration as "an province, we do not want immigrant who was so- in the British North determination • and each "Let me first say there is the Quebec government, study included: 
outrageous proposition to Jews in our province." cepted by Quebec for no new deal with this par- Cullen was adamant about --Quebec's proposal-to 
.balkanize Canada." Diefenbaker's charge was whatever reasons would be ticular province," Cu]len administer 55 of 100 points 
In the Commons, one of several criticisms 
America Act. government has a role to 
able to move and settle in Section 95 of the act says play." keeping a "common He told reporters that Die- said of an agreement in denominator" to ensure that that he federal government 
Dlofenhaker said Monday that Progressive Con- Ontario r another province provincial governments fenhakeris off-base because principle that both he and immigrantsto one province now is empowerl00 toenter 
the concept of giving more servative MPs had for if that would be his or her .may make laws governing "ifaprovtneecomesupwith Couture announced Friday wouldnot be prohibited Canada. 
power over immigration to power-sharing talks last wish." tmmigratlon into their a strategy that is in- after talking in Quebec City. from moving to another. --A system where the 
any provincial governments week between federal Discussing Diefenbuker's provinces as long as they consistent with the federal The only agreement While he stressed that federal .government wotdd 
"is a proposition which is a Immigration Minister Bud charge with reporters, are "not repugnant to any policy, the primacylies with reached, he said, was to other provinces can have give an immigrant extra 
denial- of any concept of one Cullen and Jacques Com'- Cullen said the former act of the Parliament of the federal government." establish a committee of similar negotiations and pints if he were sponsored 
Canada." lure, Quebec immigration prime minister bad "ver~. Canada." , Earlier in the Commons, officials to study details of agreements with the federal xor entry into Canada by a 
He. prediete~ the plan minister, effective rhetoric but is not It also states that the Arnold Malone (PC--Battle power-sharing and come uv government, healso said he provincial government. 
$254 MILLION 
Canada writes off 
poor nations' debts i i ,  
PARIS (CP-AP) -- Energy Minister Alasteir participants--Australia, Yugoslavia, Zaire and 
Canada has offered to write Gillespie. Canada, the European Zambia. 
off $254-million worth of The offer is part of an Common Market (as one Vance said a new 
foreign-ald debts others owe international special-action unit), Japan, Spain, economic order '~dll not be 
it and the United States has program to help under -  Sweden, S.witzerland and built here this week. Nor 
promised to play an active developed countries, the United States--at he will it be built without many 
role in helping the world's The statement maintained final ministerial session of painful adjustments, ac- 
poor countries, that writing off the debts the North-South talks, commod'at ions  and 
The Canadian offer was in "would have an immediate U.S. State "Secretary sacrifices by ,all of .us 
aprepared statement from and positive impact on Cyrus Vance pledged that present here today." " 
Allan MacEachen, govern- countries concerned, and his country would contribute State department officials 
merit leader in. tAw Com. will free funds for their $375 million to the $1-billion had said last Saturday when 
mona, to the Conference on development which would fund. A U.S. official said the Vance loft Was hing~, n 'for 
International Economic Co- otherwise have been due to European Common Market Paris that the United Slates 
operation (CIEC)--the so- Canada." and the rest of the in- favors transferring some of 
cblledNorth-Southdialogue. Canadian officials here dustrializedcountrieswould the CIEC agenda to the 
The conference acquiredthe said Ottawa lsois prepared split the rest of the cost. United Nations, the World 
label since many in- to contribute to a British- In a speech e made made Bank and other existing 
dustrialized countries are in proposedn$1-billion fund at the" 27-member CIEC international gencies. 
the northern hemisphere, designed to relieve debt meeting, Vance promised Vance said Monday that 
• while poorer countries are burdens of some of the an acti~,erole for the United "as a first step ... I Wish to 
in the south, world's poorest countries. States. He, however, make clear that we believe 
MacEschen's statement The Canadian decision warned that changes ben- the NorthSouth dialogue 
"But Grandmama, what big teeth you havel'" ex.. presentation of Liflle Red Riding Hood at the Terrace was read atthe conference will be discussed by the efitial to poor eoun~-ies will should continue." 
claimed Jennifer Langley #o Peter Simpson, a Outdoor Arts Festival Saturday. here Monday by Canadian Group of Eight industrial take time and cannot be Vance's call for the talks 
renowned wolf, during Terrace Little Theatre's brought about by rich in- to continue took 
dustrialized countries alone. Washington's partners in 
The warning appeared to. the conference by surprise. 
AGENC Y SOUGHT INFESTATION Bonjour, have disappointed delegates MacEachen said, "If Will 
fo r  a l l  from 19 underdeveloped need fresh exa,n~...tion by suffocates OCATERPILLARS countries seeking i ra-al l  delegations. We have 
_ F _ _ _ _  ___  . _ _  Canada international economic ference would terminate" 
mediate changes in the always assumed the con- 
m,,~a"  businessmen Sask. (CP) ween now and the end of . . . . . . .  order, tod y; . - • The 19---also known com- ~e talks began 18 months 
S -- Tent caterpillars have June, Joe Pollock, the local OTTAWA: (CP) -- • monly as Third World coun- ago in the face of rising de- 
infested this area about 120 agricultural ropresentative, "National unitY, bonjour.'" trees---said later they would mands from poor countries 
miles east of Regina. said. That is the greeting deliver a formal reply today for a "new international ' 
OTTAWA ((~P) -- interested in the small "Small businesses are the They eume in such hordes "This is the third year callers receive when they to Vance's remilrks. The economieorder." 
Progressive Conservative business sector when it cornerstone of our country's that the surface of roads be- we've had caterpillars here, dial Paul Tellier, the man in Third World delegates ' 
and New Democrat MPs doesn't even know who it's economy," he anld. Wlthout came slippery and many hat the first time we've the privy council office in represent  A lger ia ,  B L A C K  
Monday proposed creation dealing with?" them, everything would he trees and  shrubs were sprayed them, so it should charge of gathering am- Argentina, Brazil, Cam- 
stripped_ of their leaves, help somewhat." mumtionnfor the federal eroun, Egypt, India, In- of a government agency to Small businesses are the run by large govarnment or PL~pla in this community YNC/ ' /ED 
help small businessmen major employer in Canada multinatioiml corporations, of 2,500 began noticing the As well as th~ eater- fight to save Confederation. donesia, Iran, Iraq, L 
survive in a world domi- vet ' ' -  The tinily crusade has led Jamaica, Mexico, Nigeria, : me government con- But the government fails caterpillars about two pillars, cankerworms are 
sated by bigness, tinues to overlook the to encourage secondary infesting the area as well. to the opening of two Pakistan, Peru,  Saudi WINDHOEK (Renter ) ,  
Otto Jelinek, the Con- potential of small business industry, preferring to weeks ago. servative small business when it wants to combat export raw materials to Bill Buekland, main- The worms favor maple, bureaucracies in'the privy Arab ia ,  Venezue la ,  A black eonvlcted of the elm and ash, as well as fruit council offiee--Tellier's and murder of four whites was tenance supervisor at a spokesman, said a small unemployment." countries sunh as JaPan and local campground said six trees, another concerned with ABB hanged Monday in South- 
constitutional change under West Afrciun city, despite biminees ecretariat within Peters aid that while the the United States and buy families left the camp last Pollock said the eater- Donald Thorson, former the industry department government do~s little for back at higher prices goods appeals by the South West 
could help small small business, the produced from |hose aboutWeek b cause of unea inesSthe  pe ts, seriouspillars d magehave c usedto tr es thisn° daputy minister of j s t c e . i t  also has provided some cuts  pact  izationAfrican People S(swAPO). Organ-, 
businessmen cope with the businessmen are guilty as resources, The town has begun aerial' yesr but a few more years of short-term work for Bar- _ heavy paperwork demands well since they abandoned "Incentive has  dissaa~ OTTAWA (CP) The 'Daniel  T jongarero,  
of the federal government, the concept of competition poured from the political spraying to combat the infestations could weaken nard Ostry, deputy minister AntiInflation Board has SWAPO informat ion 
caterpillars and poople~are, the trees and make them of museums, and other recommended a reduction secretary, saidlastweskthe New Democrat Arnold that helped build the vocabulary of this country being asked to spray their more vulnerable to other bureaucrats' who are in  compensat i  on execution of Filemon 
PeterS,NorthernWhOontariorepresentSridingtheof c untrY.H  saidthat too many f• foundbecausebigthebukiu&sg°vernmentcan lookhaS trees with insecticide bet- insects and disease, planning a July. 1 ex- agreements covering some Nangolo would threaten to 
Timiskiming, proposed an them accept he notion that after itself," be said. ~ ~a~agansa on Parliament 40,000 British Columbia nd "break down allpossibilities 
office separate from any any worthwhile idea 
government department to developed by an owner- SAHEL REGION But Prime Minister Yukon construction work- of an internal solution" to era. the problems of South-West 
help the small businessman managedbusinesa shouldbe ..~..~un~- s[ gy"ra'e-:- Trndeau has revived it since The board recommended Af.rica (.N.a.m.ibia).t/e sa  his plea zor:/''neJp 
deal with government, taken over by a big cor- the fall election of a that increases of eight per had gone to UN Secretary- 
Both spoke during debate poration, separatist government in cent as provided in the one- General Kurt Waldheim, to 
on a Conservative motion Peters aid several men in Quebec. to vegetate desert area year agreements between condemning the govern- the town of New Liskeard ln re- ~o date, much of the the Construction Labor Amnesty International, 
public sei'vice unity effort Relations" Association of ment for alleged failure to his constituency had formed 
respond to the needs of a business but as soon as has been devoted to plan- British Columbia and the 
small business, they wanted to hire help, OTTAWA (CP) -- An The strategy will cost up- have cost hundreds .of ning. Tellier and his five top B.C. and Yukon Territory 
they came under so much international dub designed wards of $10billion between thousands of lives plus loss helpers pent last Friday at Building Trades Council be 
The appointment of Len hassle from federal bu- tosave a number of African now and the year 2,000. of land andlivestockin Chad the' government's Meach reducedto the guides of six 
Marchand last fall as the reaucrats that they countries from being Club members include and Cape "Verde Islands; Lake retreat north of or- per cent pins health and minister of state for small business and his promise to. dissolved their partnership, swallowed by the Sahara • most of the Western Gambia, Malt, Mauritania, lawa in the Gatineau Hills. welfare payments. 
Desert opened a meeting countries, many in- Niger, Senegal and Upper "Part of our job is ,The agreements, which 
out red tape brought a lot of Jelinek said Japan, Webt Monday with the United ternationuland United Na. Volta, which are French- thinkiag about he problems were to come into effect 
hope to the small Germany and the United States making clear. it is tigris organizations and speaking club members, of national unity away from May 1, 1977, cover most of 
busifiessman, said Jelinek. States provide profitable wholly behind its efforts, some oil-pro¢lucers. . Twenty-one countries, the telephone calls and the day- the trades in the. con- 
But little happened since, examples of the kind of For the next three days, U.S. congressman Charles European Economic  to-day routine," Tellier struction industry. 
showing that the govern- growth that results from members of the Club of the Diggs said it is expected the Community (EEC) and explained in an •interview 
ment wants to deal oaly with policies that cater to small Sehel will study a strategy U.S. Senate will follow the many organizations are Monday. 
big business and big labor, business. These countries .dosigned to save the rag_ ion lead of the May 12 House of associated with the club. The Meaeh Lake retreat 
. PLAlllOt'SE THEATRE (ENXRE OF B.C. Jelinek said. have much less difficulty tromdreught..ThaSahelisa Representatives move in They are hereto  approve normally is used only by the 
"How can the government with unemployment than 3,000.mile strip of Africa approving an ad- strategy worked out in the cabinet when it decides to ~'OnLD , r~"  ~ 
continue to pretend to be Canada. just south of the Sahara. ministration request for $200 last year by a group headed, meet outside the capital for p~v,,eRer 
million for aid to the Sehel. by Development Minister planning scssions, b~,o. 
D o c t o r s  study s e s s i o  said =0 millinn of that BoulamaManga nfNiger, Sm.o. ' n moYI~ey will be for spending c -chairm  of.tha meeting Tellier's group includes oo,,~r 
in 1978. with Coyer. Richard Dicerni, former ~,s~ ,T~ 
Throughout he opening The Sahel countries sales manager for Loto- I cli ics ed Canada and unemployment = J t l~= =R e a v e s  n u n m a n n  speechSessi°n' whiChby Jean-Pierreineluded a strategy.already h ve approved the insurance commission' l r .=  
Goyer, Canadian supply Maurice J. Williams, bureaucrat; Andre Gagnon, •
"almost being coerced" to There are about 600 doctors minister and co-chairman of chairman of the develop- former compensation policy [ 
AboutSUDBURY'90 of theOnt'Sudbury(CP)re.-- join OHIP's billing in  the region, the meeting, the recurring ment aesistanee committee head at the atilt-inflation ql [ ) '  
gion's 120 physicians c|osed program. Spokesmen for the Por- theme was that the millions of the Organization o f  board; Gillea Boyer, former 
their offices Monday to The meeting, which has eupine District Medical poured into the area in the Economic Cooperation and editor of.Le Sole|l and labor " 
years since the devasting Development (OECD), said department employee; - " attend ameeting on doctors' been planned for about nine Society, in the Tlmmina dr oughthitin1973willhave assistance to the region Pierre Lefebvre, Claude . a madcop, contempororyforce... complaints about the On- months, was held because ' ' 
tario Health Insurance Plan doctors want to express to be increased to deal with reached $856 million last 
(0HIP). their concern "for the 
area, and the North Lemelin and George An- 
Coohrana Medical Society new droughts and year compared with $438 dersonfrom treasury board R .E .M.  LEE  THEATRE 
' expressed support for the development plans that will million in 1973. and David Husband from Dr. Ernie Lapchinski, quallty of patient care under Sudbury action but said " Friday, June3rd president of the Sudbury the present health delivery their members were help the area cope with new "Some would point out regional expansion. 
and District Medical system," Dr. Lapchinski working normeily, expected =sinless periods, that the approximately~0 Others are involved in 
Society, saidinan interview said. Diggs noted that Chad, a percapitaannuel assistance putting " together new 8:00 P,M. 
that the province's fee The Sudbury society had Dr. La~hinski said the Sebel-country, is suffering to the Sahel is one of the government language 
schedule for med/cal ser- invited other doctors in .Sudbury doctors are using from a new drought as had highest in the world," he proposals which will stress 
vi~es p,~d it~ prescription- northeastern Ontario-- |o~weekend procedures-- as the one in 1973. He said said. the.importance of second- ~ Tichets available at 
c ~gt~%~'~ ,~e:fercwJ~ District 9 of the Ontario pauents who call their of- emergency food now is Canada is in the midst of a language instruction in McColl Real Estate 
t,~,~ ,'~t.~,'~ ~ p~'ofe.~ion~i MediCal Association--to flces are teld where they nan beingflownintethecountry. $230-million, f ive-year schools. 
fr~.¢-dor/~ close their offices and reach a physician in case of. It ~as been estimated that assistance program to the Those proposals are ex- 
~Ie said doc~,~fs ~,'/~ the protest, but none Jd~ in emergency, the droughts of this decade Sahel and Goyer : . . . . .  : : - .  .~ . .  w - - .  .. =ffi . .  : _= an . peeled next month. ' - " ' I " " ' " "  . . . . .  ~ . . . . . .  
